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Racer football program announces
signing of two Division I transfers
Story on Sports/6
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By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Former Calloway County Clerk
Teresa Rushing is expected to
appear in court at 2 p.m. Wednesday to receive sentencing in
response to a felony theft case
against her.
Rushing entered an Alford Plea
April 24 in Calloway County Circuit Court regarding the case.
An Alford Plea means that she
does not admit she is guilty, but
acknowledges that there is sufficient evidence for a conviction.
Special Judge William Shadoan is also expected to consider
a motion filed by Rushing's attorney, Robert 0. Miller, seeking
probation or conditional discharge of sentence.
That means that whatever sen-

tence is imposed, Rushing would
not actually serve time in prison.
Assistant Attorney General
Barbara Whaley, who is the special prosecutor in the case, has
recommended a sentence of two
years.
According to the motion, Miller is seeking two years of probation or conditional discharge
because:
*Rushing has no prior ciminal
record of any kind.
*Rushing is 40 years old and
has an 8-year-old child who lives
with her and who needs her care
and supervision.
*There is no money missing
from the clerk's office and no
person or governmental agency
has lost any money by reason of
her actions.

*Rushing has made, on time,
every disbursement required by
law to the proper agencies including the Department of Fish &
Wildlife, fiscal court, etc.
•At no time did Rushing intend
to defraud or take money without

returning it on a timely basis to
be disbursed as required by law
Shadoan set the June 14 date
pending a pre-sentence investigation and the completion of a
close-out audit of Rushing's
office.
The close-out audit was initiated as a result of Rushing's
resignation in April.
According to a spokesperson in
the auditor's office, the audit has
been completed, although it has
not yet been released
Lawrence Mitchell. a probation
and parole officer in Fulton
County, was assigned to complete
the pre-sentence investigation on
Rushing.
Although he was unable to discuss Rushing's case. Mitchell
acknowledged that he had completed the investigation.

-What we do is pit lot 111
background c. he,k," %tit, hell
said. "We look at court records
and the police report Vic don't
do a criminal insestigation
examine the personal background
and do a credit check so we can
find out what kind of ciiiien the
individual as Mitchell said pre -sentence
insestigations arc done on esery
one insolsed in criminal cases
and arc gisen to the judge
assigned to the case prior to the
sentencing hearing
Rushing was indicted in June
1994 by a Calloway County
grand jury on charges of felony
theft — one count of theft by failure to make required disposition
of property over S100. a Class D
Felony

Rushing tsk
tiin January
NKr, and was in her third term as
county clerk She ran unopposed
on the Noseniber 19qt billot for
her third term. which would have
lasted foe years
State Auditor lien ("handler
released an audit of Rushing's
office in Nosenitser 1941 alleging
that she failed to deposit more
than V..`1 14.1100 in us money to an
official account. then paid per'
sorsal funds
a S10.000 check
written on the account of her husband's car dealership and a
to
511{6.:.49 62 Kink loan
ct the deficit
1he time period covered by the
and
audit was calendar year
Jan 1. 19Y1 through Aug ;I,

By AMY WILSON & GINA HANCOCK
Staff Writers
Officials from Murray State University and Paducah Community
College faced off Monday as the debate regarding engineering education was brought before the Council on Higher Education.
Ten of the 17 CHE members were present for the public hearing
geared to obtain information about engineering education needs in
western Kentucky.
The CHE has hired a consultant to make a recommendation by
Aug. 31 regarding the issue.
More than 350 people packed into Paducah's Resource Center of
the Information Age Park to express their views and provide support for their respective group.
After three hours of comments made by various individuals, a
common thread was established between the two factions: there is a
need for engineering education in the region.
Of the 32 people who addressed the CHE, 23 of the 32 people
supported MSU's position. A total of 64 people signed up to speak.
However, the groups were divided when it came to discussing
how that need should be met and who should meet it.
Paducah is seeking a "2+2" program in which two years of study
would be carried out at PCC, one year would be taught via interactive television and one year would be taught at PCC by resident
faculty from the University of Kentucky.
MSU, on the other hand, has submitted a Cooperative Engineering Program which would foster cooperation between UK. MSU
and the community colleges in Paducah, Henderson, Hopkinsville

es rise to
BF i+14.A PC I(A 04 .5'. 1
Murray State University President Dr. Kern Alexander led the arguments regarding why MSU should fulfill the needs for engineering education
in western Kentucky. More than 193 representatives from Murray attended Monday's hearing.

Judge postpones ruling in jail suit
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
MAYFIELD — Members of
the Calloway County Fiscal
Court appeared in Graves County
Circuit Court Monday. but they
went home without a ruling from
the judge.
The fiscal court's attorney,
Paul Hayes, asked Judge John
Daughaday to dismiss a portion
of the lawsuit filed against the
fiscal court by the Calloway
County Association of Concerned
Citizens.
The suit was filed because the
group wants a review of the manner in which decisions pertaining
to the jail project have been
made.
"I am asking for partial summary judgment based on new evidence baIlid on a decision of tha

State Local Debt Office." Hayes
said.
That evidence pertains to a
decision of the State Local Debt
Office regarding the approval of
the county's lease arid financial
plan for the construction of a new
jail
"This is an important issue
because the bond counsel has
advised us that we can't issue
bonds for the project until the
project is free and clear (of the
lawsuit)." Hayes said.
However. Daughaday said he
couldn't make a ruling because
Mark Medlin, attorney for the
citizens' group, was not present.
"I need a response from Mr.
Medlin." Daughaday said.
Hayes told the judge that he
had filed his motion June 2 with
the coon and then hand-delivered

a copy to Medlin later that day
"I heard nothing from him and
I have seen no motion for continuance," Hayes said. "We have
done what is statutorily required
How am I to proceed if Mr Medlin doesn't appear?"
Daughaday said he couldn't do
anything until the other side has
the opportunity to respond and
set a new court date for June 19
at Ii 45 a m
Assistant County Attorney
Warren Hopkins. who also
attended the hearing, told the
judge that he saw Medlin Mon
day morning at a Council on
Higher Education public hearing
in Paducah, which was scheduled
from 9 a m to noon
"The counsel for Walter Steely
was not present," Hayes said in a
Ledger interview following the

hearing "tie was properly
noticed, but did not appear However, Medlin said he had
no intention of attending Monday's court hearing, not had he
planned to file a motion asking
the judge to postpone it
"The officials (fiscal court
attorneys) had filed a motion on
limited issues that I had no interest in." Medlin said in a Ledger
interview Tuesday morning "We
have no strong interest in the
issues (dealing with) procedures
to enact ordinances and the finan•
cial plan for the jail." ,Medlin said he instructed his
staff to contact Hayes and explain
that he wouldn't be in court.
"Judging by the practice so far,
the fiscal court will drag us into
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Alexander said a major ‘161u. a
ma is the AVLIS technology Lriki
Paducah is pursuing.
-We will bring our resources
to support that technology." he
said -We assume AVL1S will
lute engineers We have not
been invited to assist in AVLIS."
Alexander emphasised that
uhile 9a percent of UK's faculty
have doctoral &trees and 85 DaLcnt of MSU•s faculty have
obtained their doctorates. only 16
percent of PCC's faculty have
doctoral degrees.
"If you put UK. MSU and PCC
together. you will have an etre:clue machine." he said. "We have
a proposal on the table that will
cost nothing to the taxpayers."
Alexander also discussed
MSL.'s engineering physics program and an agreement between
siSl' and the University of
Louissille regarding master's
degree programs in engineering.
David Denton. one of the leaders of the PCC project, said there
is a litmus test that can be used.
"Already, S8.3 million has
been raised," he said. "These
people know of the need because
their sons and daughters leave to
become engineers and never
come home They stepped for%aid with their pocketbooks."
liov.eser, Charles Ward of
Murray said he wanted to make a
statement as a Kentucky
taxpayer.
"The establishment of a fouryear program at a junior college
is not an efficient way of spending my tax dollars," he said. "My
opinion is that this is a matter of
higher education because I am
speaking before the Council on
Higher Education, not the Council of Economic Development."
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Murray Superintendent W.A.
Franklin said that if the lour-year
regional university were in Paducah instead of Murray, he would
be making the argument for
Paducah.
"We should use the resources
that are already in place," he
said. "MSU has been meeting the
needs of the region. We have a
multi-million dollar investment in
MSU and we have been producing graduates."
While Franklin said he thinks
Paducah fundraising efforts have
been "marvelous," he said that in

BERNARD KaNEt•ager a rm.*. ginoio
on Higher Education and Gary
Council
James Miller, chairman of the
from MSU President
testimony
listen
to
director,
executive
DIE
Cox,
Dr. Kern Alexander as he presents slides supporting Murray's position regarding engineering education.

order for the PCC program to
graduate 100, it would need a
school consisting of 400 to 5C10
students.
Several MSU faculty addressed
the need for certification of graduates in engineering physics.
MSU graduates have passed the
certification exams in 44 other
states, but are prohibited by state
law to sit for the test in
Kentucky.
Brian Van Horn, MSU's former Student Government Association president and former student regent. said he opposes the
PCC plan because of tuition
increases.
"The council told us that this
most recent tuition increase was
necessary to maintain current
programs, not to •add to them or
duplicate them at other schools,"
he said.
Citing a letter from Morehead
State University's Student Government Association, Brum Kassing, Murray State's new SGA
president, said the issue is not
just regional, but one that concerns all students.

•Jail...
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"Students across the state are
concerned that if this goes in
Paducah, it will set a precedent
that will hurt all the regionals,"
he said.
Harold Doran, president of
Peoples Bank of Murray, echoed
Kassing's comments.
He said the CHE would be
establishing a policy based on the
demands of a community and its
ability to raise money.
PCC President Len O'Hara
said it was not long ago that both
sides were arguing need.
"Now we all agree at least that
there is a need," he said.
O'Hara said PCC's plan
evolved after industry leaders
approached the school about the
need for training and re-training
engineers.
"This is a 2+2 program, not a
four-year school. There is
nothing in our plan to have a
four-year program," he said.
Bill Harrison, an officer of Oil,
Chemical and Atomic Workers
Local 3-550. said many hourly
workers at the United States
Enrichment Corp. would be better

court every Monday in Mayfield
until the judgment is issued,"
Medlin said.
The citizens' group, represented by Walter Steely, filed the
lawsuit in late March against the
fiscal court, jail consultant Jim
Woodrum and financial officer
Klint Kelley.
Medlin said that Kelley has
been dropped from the case and
Woodrum is now listed as a representative of the firm Architecture Plus, Inc., rather than as an
individual.
In addition, he said the original
complaint has been amended to
include members'of the jail cornmiuee — Ray Coursey, Marvin
Harris and Pat Paschall — as

defendants.
"We have also listed all members of the citizens' group in the
complaint," Medlin said. "There
are between 70 and 75 individual
names listed and there may be
more."
Medlin said he is currently taking depositions and is waiting for
evidence from Hayes.
"One of the reasons the group
filed suit was because the members were not able to obtain
information in the first place,"
Medlin said. "The attorney for
the court has assured us he will
furnish information, perhaps
when he thinks the opportunity is
best."
• • • •
The fiscal court is scheduled to
meet at 1:30 p.m. Thursday in the
Wcaks Center.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Supreme Court Justice
Thomas B. Spain says he will
retire June 30.
The 66-year-old Spain said he
sent Gov. Brereton Jones and
Chief Justice Robert Stephens letters of resignation on Monday.
Spain, who won an eight-year
term on the high court in 1990,
said his immediate plans are to
rest, travel with his wife,
Frances, visit their children and
grandchildren, and catch up on
his hobbies of fishing and
reading.
"It's time for me to retire,"
Spain, of Madisonville, said in a
telephone interview. "I've been
thinking about it for several
months.
Stephens said Spain had told
him early this year that he
planned to retire at the end of the
year. He was surprised when
Spain told him he planned to resign at the end of the month.
"I'm disappointed, but I certainly understand whey he's
doing it," Stephens said. "He's
been on the bench more than 20
years."
Stephens said he will immediately ask the governor to appoint
someone to fill the vacancy until
a justice can be elected in
November to serve the final three
years of Spain's term.
Attorneys in the Supreme
Court's 24-county 1st District
will be invited to apply for the
appointment. Stephens will then
convene a judicial nominating
commission that will submit up
to three names to the governor.
McCracken Circuit Judge Bill
Graves, Court of Appeals Judge
Rick Johnson of Symsonia and
former state Rep. Richard Lewis
of Benton each said Monday that
he will apply for the interim
appointment and file to run in
November.
Spain served 171A years as a
circuit judge in Hopkins County
before defeating Court of Appeals Judge J. William Howerton
for the high court seat in 1990.
Howerton said Monday he was
"leaning against getting in this
time,
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-what law or right does MSU
have to be the sole provider of a
four year program? MSU was
built on a dream. PCC his a
dream too. I'm Used of not seeing
industry come to western Kentucky." Hanson said.
Robert Powers. vice president
of Electric Energy Inc. in Joppa.
III., said higher education needs
to focus on the needs of the MScleats and industry.
"Most of our employees live
15 to 20 minutes from PCC.
Going farther into Kentucky is
not an option," he said.
Bill Capp, general manager of
the Ingersoll-Rand Compressor
Division in Mayfield, said after
meeting with both sides he did
not believe collaboration would
occur so he decided to pick
PCC's side.
"Murray provided modifications not to meet the need but to
block the project," he said.
Fred Paxton, of Paxton Media
Group, said that without opposition, the project "would have
been a slam dunk."
Paxton said the project can still
be a cooperative endeavor
between PCC, UK and MSU for
MSU to provide the non engineering coursework to support the degree program.
Anyone seeking to make written comments should address
them to: The Kentucky Council
on Higher Education, 1024 Capital Center Drive, Suite 320,
Frankfort, KY 40601-8204.
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DEATHS
Mrs. Carol J. Smith

Jo. 45

Services for Mrs. Carol J.
Smith will be today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. Virgil Hale and
Dean Crutchfield will offscaate.
Burial will follow in Green Plain
Cemetery.
Mrs. Smith. 56. RL 4, Murray.
died Sunday. June II. 1995, at
12:10 p.m. at University Hospital. Knoxville. Her death was
from injuries sustained in a traffic accident.
A Mary Kay Beauty consultant. she was a member of Green
Plain Church of Christ. Born
Sept. 26, 1938, in Cumberland
County. she was the daughter of
Cecilia Reece Smith and the late
Floyd Smith.
Survivors include her husband,
Haskell Smith. to whom she was
married on March 15, 1957; two
daughters, Mrs. Janet Cook Henley and husband, Don, Maryville.
Tenn., and Anita Smith, Rt. 4,
Murray; two sons, Lewis Smith,
Murray, and Tommy Smith, San
Antonio, Texas; two grandchildren, Kacie Cook, Maryville,
Tenn., and Eric Smith, Austin.
Texas; her mother, Mrs. Cecilia
Smith, Mt. Washington; four sisters, Mrs. Shirley Hart and hus-
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Mrs Lucile Downs Thornton. 114, Rt 6. Murray. died Monday. Jane
12. 1995, at 915 pm as Murray-Calloway County Hospital
One sow Bobby Joe Thornton, died sa 1930. One sister. Mrs Mabel
Alexander. also preceded her in death. Born Sept 16. 1910. in Calloway County. she was the daughter of the late William T Downs and
Fannie L. Clayton Downs
Survivors include her husband. Joc Howell Thornton. one daughter.
Janice Thomson, Washington. DC.. one son. Will D Thornton and
wife, Anita. Murray: four grandchildren. Sheri Wnght and husband.
James. Becky Brown and husband. Bob. DeAnn Brnett and husband.
Brad, and Downs Thornton. one nephew. Tommy Alexander and
ware. Anneue. Murray: five great-grandchildren
The funeral will be Thursday at II a.m in the chapel of J Ii Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Jerre! White and the Rev Jim Simmons will
officiate. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery
Friends may call at the funeral home after 6 p.m Wednesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Memorial Baptist Church.
906 Main St.. Murray. where Mrs. Thornton was a member.

MRS. CAROL J. SMITH
band Marshall, Louisville, Mrs.
Frances Kypke and husband,
Gary, Carmichael, Calif., Mrs.
Connie Anton and husband,
Louis, Shephardsville, and Mrs.
Gayle Burke and husband, Danny, Fairfield, Texas; three
brothers, Darrell Smith and wife,
Faye, Macon, Ga., Charles Smith,
Mt. Washington, and Mitchell
Smith and wife, Sherry,
Shephardsville.

Fathers Day Letters

1.

ike writaddress
Council
24 Capiite 320,
104.

(Editors note: These are additional letters from the special
section.)
3rd Grade
Lee Pinkstoa's Clam
I love my dad because he
comforts me at night. He also
takes me places. My dad is going
to Ronda in April and I'm going
with him. My dad's name is Dennis W. Crawford. You might
know him. He retired from working at the police station in Mayfield, Ky. He took me to a hey ride
and Halloween party there. It was
fun!
Jennifer Crawford

nyt
ill
Dn

(AP) rt Justice
he will

I love my dad because he makes
good pasta. My dad also buys me
toys like Pogs. My dad also boxes
with me sometimes and plays basketball with me and baseball.
Sean

said he
ones and
)hens letMonday.
ight-year
in 1990,
is are to
,s wife,
then and
h up on
ing and

I love my dad because he is a
good parnt. Some dads scream and
yell at their kids, like if I were
playing baseball and struck out
my dad would say "That's ok
mady you'll hit the ball next time."
But others would say "You didn't
hit that ball and that made you lose
a point for your team." My dad is
loving and kind and I'm glad he is.
Megan Leigh Black
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I like my dad because he takes
me to the Murray State basketball
team play. Sometimes he takes me
to play basketball and he bought
me a GT Dirt Bike. And he bought
me and my brother a basketball
goal. Plus he takes me to play
baseball.
Scott
1 like my dad because he is fun
and we get to do a lot of things
together. He gets a lot of things for
me and my sister, and I like it
when he lets me play sports. I like
it a lot. He is good at his work, he
has done it for a 11 years. That is
why love my dad.
Amanda Enoch
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I love my dad for many reasons.
One reason is that he helps me
when I need help. He also helps
me with school work. I love my
dad for other things to. He takes us
places and he likes to help out with
things. That's why I love my dad.
ADison Kipphut
I lov my dad he can let me get in
a trailer and we get to mover
trailer. He has workers to help
him. When I twisted my ankle he
got me to the hospital as quick as
he could go. That is why I love my
dad.
Aaron Maddox
I Ilk my dad because he has
been my coach in baseball sents
teeball. He gives me presents for
Christmas and my birthday. On
weekend he playes basketball and
baseball. And he takes me to Dairy
Queen every once in a wile.
Josh Dunn
One reason I love my dad is
because he's got a big truck. He
usley takes us out for diner.
Sometimes he takes us out to
Chucky Cheese.
Trinity
I love my dad because he is
nice. He lets me do whatever I
want to do most of the time. Say
one time I asked him can I stay up
and watch a movie. He said yes.
The most important thing is I love
my dad very very very very very
very very very much. He is the
best dad in the hole wide world.
He is my dad.
Nick Warner
I love my dad because he went
in the army. I love my dad because
he lets me have guns. I love my
dad because he started me shooting when I was two years old. I
love my dad because he's building
a cabin in the woods. I love my
dad because he is a non-smoker. I
just love my dad.
Michael Johnson
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Funeral rites for Larry J. Dunn were Monday at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Hollis C. Miller and Jim Pounders
officiated. Singing was by University Church of Christ singers.
Pallbearers were Joe Green, Nick Horton, Larry Knight, Charles
Edwin Stubblefield, Freed Curd, Tip Curd. Billy Rue Nix and Otis
Elkins, active. Members of Murray Civitan Club and Deacons and
Elders of University Church of Christ served as an honorary group.
Burial was in Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Dunn, 53, Olive Street, Murray, died Saturday, June 10. 1995.
at 6 a.m. at his home. His death followed an extended illness.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Shirley Williams Dunn. to whom
he was married on Aug. 14, 1963; two daughters. Mrs. Cindy Knight
and husband, Jay, and Lori Dunn, one granddaughter, Keiser Knight.
and his parents, Prentice and Lillian Dunn, all of Murray: one sister.
Mrs. Linda Fain and husband, Jackie, Rt. 2. Murray; one niece, Candice Fain; one nephew, Marc Fain; aunts and uncle. Elaine Dunn,
Murray. and Dr. Harold and LaRuc Pryor. Columbia, Tcnn.

B.C. Dodd
The funeral for B.C. Dodd will be Wednesday at 2 p.m in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight
(Tuesday).
Mr. Dodd, 100, died Monday, June 12, 1995, at 12:11 a.m. at
Brookhaven Nursing Home, Puryear, Tenn.
Preceding him in death were His wife, Mrs. Sula Mac Collins
Dodd, in 1987; one son. Stanley A. Dodd, in 1973; his son-in-law.
J.H. Nix, in 1983; and three brothers, Albert Logan Dodd. Charles
Bedford Dodd and Berne Earnest Dodd.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Audie Mae Dodd Nix. Murray; one granddaughter, Mrs. Betsy Ann Nix Patterson and husband.
Dewey, two great-grandchildren, Mike Patterson and wife, Shannon.
and Cheryl Hill and husband, Paul, and four great-great-grandchildren,
all of Orlando, Fla.

Mrs. Verda (Bea) Byler
Mrs. Verda (Bea) Byler, former resident of Murray, died recently,
according to word received by Mrs. Johnnie Anderson of Murray.
She and her husband, the Rev. Sam Byler, resided in Buckeye,
W.Va.
Rev. Byler was pastor of Memorial Baptist Church. Murray. from
December 1951 to August 1955.
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Our Best Investment Is You.

IF WORK OR EXERCISE
CAUSES LARGE MUSCLE BUNDLE PAIN
CALL US AS SOON AS IT HAPPENS
(and receive S.50 if you qualify and start treatment
within 72-96 hours of injuring yourself )
Healthy men & women, ages 18-55, arc needed lii
participate in a drug research study to determine the
effectiveness and safety of Relafen• I gm and 2 gm
compared with placebo, for patients with acute onset
moderate to severe muscular pain of the shoulders.
quadriceps, hamstrings or calves.
Relafee is an approved drug which has been shown to he
effective in the treatment of the signs and symptoms of
rheumatoid arthritis and ostcoarthntis
Qualifying
participants must be available for three office visits during a
two week period, and will receive a free medical evaluation
of muscular pain, free study medication, and free dtrectl
related medical tests.

753-5732 or (800)445-6992

FOUR RIVERS
CLINICAL RESEARCH, INC.
IHK) N. 6th Street • Nliirra. la 42071
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The National Association of Investors Corporation has proclaimed June as Own Your Share of
America month. By investing in the stocks of
American companies, you thereby become part
owner, and share in the growth.
Many people understand the value of owning
stock, but because of the perceived complexity Or
financial burden involved, they have not done so.
Hilliard Lyons,• sponsor in NAICs educational
campaign, would like to help clear the air. To do so,
we've developed an introductory pamphlet on investing. Our pamphlet,'Twenty Questions," answers
some of the basic questions most first-time investors
have. To receive your free copy, mail us the coupon
below. You will be under no obligation.
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J rem new to investing and would like to learn more Please send me
your tree pamphlet.'Twenty Questions'
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More lhan 2,000 walkers participated in lie Paducah March 01 Dime!
WalkAmencs to also more than $103,000 for the Campaign tor Health*
Babies. The March of Dimes IS planning a vsalkathon tor Murray on July 1 and
I walk In MopkInsvtlie On Sept 23 Anyone who would like to participate is
asked to call 1-1100-365-11601

The funeral for Mrs. Gertrude 0. Youngcrman was Monday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home The Rev
Glynn Orr and the Rev. Randolph Allen officiated. Music as by Joyce Underhill. Jeanetta Smith and Anita Smith.
Pallbearers were Steve Carraway, William Noby Carrasiay. Franklin Rogers, Oscar Turner Jr.. Dewey On and Jerry Gupton. Burialwas
in Murray City Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to a fasorite chanty_
Mrs. Youngerman, 86. Murray, died Saturday. June 10. 1995, at
11:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include one daughter, Ms. Mary Youngerman. Snow
Camp, N.C.; one son, John Youngcrman and wife, Diana, Murray: one
sister. Mrs. Geneva Brownfield and husband, Ray, Murray: two granddaughters, Lisa Tidwell, Durham. N.C., and Margot Tidwell. Pittsbor•
o, N.C.
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Engineering:Doing the right thing

GINA HANCOCK
164.6n.korc4 Edit./
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FROM OUR READERS
A deserved pat on the back
Dear Editor
On SaturcLis morning. Captain CLlyton Hendricks of the Murray
Police Department saw a motortst on 11(ghway 641 who looked
suspi.ious
Ile then circled into Dwain Tay kw Chevrolet's kit and and saw car
trasks that had gone through a water puddle and then found an empty
spot in the line of used cars where he found broken glaas This SLIIICCI
calls to the Henrs County officials
Duet.) the akrtness of Clayton. our stolen car was recovered in Pans,
Tcnn . 45 minutes after it was stolen off our lot
Thanks to Captain Hendricks and other officers involved.
Dwain Tay lor
PO Box 148, Murray. Ky 42071

•

ANALYSIS

Revolutionary
starts crusade to
end income tax
By JILL LAWRENCE
Associated P••ss Wraer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Act One of the Republican revolution
was hardly over when Bill Archer swept back the curtain on a new
crusade the abolition of income uses, a part of American economic life for more than 80 years.
'Did 1 hope for it' Yes Did I believe that it was an odds-on
reality to hope for it' No." the Houston Republican said of the
GOP congressional takeover that made him chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee and a lead plaver on national us
poke y
The Archer showcased his us-reform cause last week with a
scncs of hearings that demonstrated the tenacity beneath his mildmannered exterior The victim was Leslie B Samuel, an assistant
treasury secretary
'I just asked him. •Vtould he tie having a proposal?' Since he
administration
was encouraging the hearings. ''Ytould the Clinto)
become engaged in the process?" Archer recalled Friday. "He
responded over and over again with a non-response 'We are here
just to evaluate other people's proposals
The new Ways and Means chairman is a diminutive, soft-spoken,
scholarly lawyer and feed-company executive who, by his own
account, is worth S2 2 million He files his own uses and says he
likes to do carpentry. plumbing, electrical and drywall work around
the house
A 24-year House veteran. Archer inherited his affluent, whitecollar scat from George Bush and now represents him He's run
unopposed in the List three general elections.
Archer as a classic conservative committed to business tax
breaks, smaller government and a balanced budget. "The only
place where our minds might meet is that you shouldn't cook the
boots." says Mike Ettlinger. tar policy director at the labor-backed
Citizens for Tar Justice
Nearly a decade ago. Archer became convinced that the 82-yearold income us should be wiped out Ile is recommending a 16 percent us on business and consumer spending and repeal of the constitutional amendment authoniing taxation of income.
Liberals predict the public will revolt when people realize what's
at stake "It will raise uses S3.000 a year for nine of out 10 people," contends Robert !McIntyre. director of the tax -justice group.
"The whole point of this is to cut taxes for rich people It's astonishing that he thinks he's going to get assay with it."
Archer has said a credit, waiver or rebate system could cushion
the new us for low-income Americans McIntyre says that would
require ever body to file us returns, Just like they do now. "How
else are you going to tell how much they make?" he demanded
Archer is often described as a model of civility "Fair to a
fault.— says longtime committee member Andy Jacobs. D-Ind.
But such niceties meant little in the first 100 days of the GOP
congressional takeover. when Archer was his party's point man on
the major welfare changes and tax cuts promised during the fall
campaign "He is very efficient at carrying out instructions when
he has to," said committee member Ben Cardin, D-Md.
Archer conceded as much. saying, "We had a job to do . and
we had a very limited time to do it."
Still. Archer is so amiable that even !McIntyre. who has disagreed
with him on every issue for 20 years, describes him as "a lovely
guy" who'd be great company at a hall game "He's always in
control although it SOITIellines looks like he's burning up under his
collar," Cardin says
The CaliSlOC debate over welfare tested Archer's famous restraint
"I think I bore up very patiently with some of the attacks that were
being hurled almost hysterically by a few Dernsxrau." be said
Archer did castigate Democrau for alleging that the GOP bill
••••,••

•ts,,

was "mean-spirited, Hiller, cruel, non-compassionate" In his
view. the GOP welfare bill nghtfully calls on welfare recipients to
demonstrate "personal responsibility, individual initiative, thrift
and sacrifice."
Major tar reform carries similar prospecu of class•warfare rhe•
tons: and partisan disown The Clinton administration is averse to
maim changes and while seseral Democrau are floating reform
proposal'', they would us the wealthy at high rates
Still, Archer believes he is in the vanguard of an idea whose time
as rapidly approaching "There is every reason to believe something major :will happen in the nest three years," he says

This is what I know about engineering Some of the smartest people I have ever known started
college with the intention of majoring in engineering They were aces
in high school math and science,
and off the chats on their standardized scores. They went off to
school fully armed with smart calculators and an array of those plastic
pocket inserts into which they could
neatly tuck their pens,confident that
in four or five years they would
graduate with an engineering degree and get a fancy, high-paying
job with a big company.
Most of these whiz kids ended up
changing their majors at least once
during their college careers. Some
because they couldn't hack the demands of a challenging technical
curnculum,and others because they
found something else that interested
them. Those that did suck with the
program to graduate with an engineering degree found that — depending on the vagaries of the
economy — jobs for engineers were
sometimes plentiful and sometimes
Waite.
Perhaps my framework is narrow,but bear with me. You see, I am
confused by the controversy about
whether or not an engineering program to serve the needs of our region
should reside at Paducah Community College or Murray State
University. Volleys have been going back and forth between Paducah
and Murray for almost two years
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will already have listened to arguments on both sides of this tssue,
and an objective,third-party consultant will put together a report and
recommendations about how this
disagreement will be most effectively solved. If I .understand the
situation correctly, however, the
governor could step into the midst
of the fracas with bulging pockets
—a $59 million surplus — and turn
from existing programs? Where are
education decision into a politithis
these engineers getting jobs, in state
one.
cal
we
are
what
And
or out of state?
I am keeping my fingers crossed
doing already to stop a "brain drain"
that this decision will be made in
of the talented engineering students
of its educational, not polititerms
who actually meet the rigorous
Further, I urge interbenefits.
cal,
demands of the engineering progested taxpayers to contact their
rams we already have?
elected representatives to encourage them to make responsible and
state
the
years,
ten
past
the
In
share of higher education revenue effective use of the resources we
already have, before we start adding
has dropped from 47% to 39%,and
— according to figures from Ken- costly new programs to a postsecondary infrastructure that is altucky Long Term Policy Rev.-arch
ready dangerously strained.
of
52%
2000,
year
the
by
Center —
I hope the Council on Higher
the workforce will need some form
is already on its way to
Education
but
of post-secondary education,
-fold
settling this dispute in a two
not degrees. It seems that the future
process: First, by objectively asis cut out for PCC and Kentucky
sessing the costs and benefits of
Tech, so, if we do indeed need an
offering an undergraduate engineerengineering program for Western
ing degree in this part of the state;
progthe
place
Kentucky, why not
and second, if a need is truly
ram at MSU? Certainly Paducah
identified, to then determine where
Community College and Kentucky
that program would most sensibly
Tech will have their hands full
— and cost effectively — reside.
providing crucial vocational and
In times of scarce resources and
associas
technical training, as well
increasing competition, we cannot
ate degree programs to meet this
verified need of the next century. afford to let old rivalries prevent us
By the time you read this column, from doing the right thing for the
future of the state.
the Council on Higher Education

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Times columnist
now,as if we were countries at war
And as of yet there has been no
definitive case made about the need
for additional engineering program
in Paducah or Murray.
This has been a bitter dispute,and
I'd like to know exactly how many
engineers are we fighting over? And
where are the jobs that these graduates are going to fill? Kentucky
already has undergraduate engineering programs at University of
Kentucky and University of Louisville. And because of a perceived
need in the region, Murray State
University has articulated an agreement with University of Louisville
for a graduate degree in engineering, which welcomes MSU grads
with specific credentials to finish up
their advanced engineering degree
at U of L. Now Paducah Community
College wants to get into the act by
creating a "2 + 2" program that will
enable students to prepare for engineering degrees for two years in
Paducah, and then finish up at UK.
So how many engineers does our
state need? And how many engineers are already being graduated

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
Messenger-Inquirer, Owensboro
No pass. No play. That should be the rule at the six regional
state universities in Kentucky. To pass, a school's athletic programs would have to operate without losing money. Right now, they
are all failing by that standard.
Major college sports are big business. Schools such as the University of Kentucky and the University of Louisville subsidize their
academic programs out of the surplus from their sports programs.
Unfortunately, not all Kentucky schools do as well. In fact, the
six regional state universities are expected to lose $7.7 million this
year on sports.
Western Kentucky University alone will lose $2.2 million. As a
comparison, Owensboro Community College has a budget of $4.8
million — a bit more than twice as much as WKU will lose on
athletics this year.
This is ridiculous. State supported universities should operate

intercollegiate sports programs on a break even basis or not at all.
Morehead State President Ronald Eaglin — facing a projected
athletic budget deficit of $1.4 million — is pushing to establish a
non-scholarship football program that would limit scholarships to
players who demonstrate financial need. Such a program would
save $450,000.
It is not as if Kentucky can afford to waste education dollars.
As a percentage of general fund expenditures, Kentucky spends
only two-thirds as much on higher education today as it did in
1972. Yet, only one in five Kentuckians has any college education
and only one in seven has a four-year degree. ...
Subsidizing intercollegiate sports at the expense of basic education — classrooms, professor's salaries and tuition — makes no
sense. It is a had idea that deserves a failing grade from the lawmakers who have allowed it 'to go on for so long.

More sensitivity on the (bleep)golfcourse
It pains me to report that my
paper recently printed a blatantly
sexist item that insulted countless
female persons.
This was brought to my attention
by the sharp-eyed blond with whom
I live, when she stormed into the
room while waving the sports section and said:
"Have you ever seen a woman
golfer throw a club w hen she makes
a bad shot?"
1 have no such memory.
"Have you ever seen a woman
golfer slam a club into the ground or
throw it into a pond?"
Never.
And have you ever heard a
woman scream filthy four-kuer
words on a golf course?"
No,not even a "damn"or a "hell."Then tell me why your paper
would print something as insulting
and demeaning to women as this.'
And she read from Wednesday's
special golf page It was an article
giving advice to the growing number of women who have taken up the
game.
The advice included this up: "No
temper tantrums — even if you miss
your first shot."
"Has your paper ever told male
golfers that they should not have
temper tantrums"'
Of course not
"Why"'
Because everybody knows that
emotional outbursts we pan of the
male golf tradition
When a man botches an moor
twit shot, or even a tnvial one, he is
expected so cry out as if undergoing
abdominal surgery without an ants-

selves into what they believe is a
classic stance, when they look more
like constipated hunchbacks.
And the slowest of all male
players are Yuppies, strutting and
posing as in Docker commercials.

ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Siinclicated columnist
thetic.
As his ball sails toward a pond, he
might scream: "Turn, turn, you
lousy (bleep)."
And when it splashes toward the
depths, he might turn his frustration
on himself, shouting: "What a
(bleeping) (bleep)head I am."
Or he might direct his fury at the
world in general, braying as many
four-letter words or combinations
thereof, as he can think of. As in:
"Oh,(bleep, bleep, bleep), why the
(bleep) did I ever take up such a
(bleeping) stupid game? (Bleep) it
forever."
Different men have different
styles of expressing their agony A
friend of mine named Jim unfailingly follows a botched shot by
emitting an ear-splitting: "Jimmy...
JIMMMMYYlionmmyyyy.
YEEEEEE!"
YYYY.
Another turns his rage on outside
forces of evil. "Those stinking
buds," he'll shout.'they wan chirping in the middle of my beckswing.
Why we birds allowed on a golf
course? And those church bells
ringing on my follow through. Why
can't they bury someone without
clanging bells' Show some respect
for the hying. for Petes take.'
It is a reasonable guess that golf

courses are the scene of more male
temper tantrums than any other
place in our society, with the possible exception of the goofs on the
Internet.
But the blond is right. Male
golfers arc never told to avoid acting
like a kid denied a visit to Chuck E
Cheer.
Only women. And why? Because temper outbursts are part of
the femal stereotype. In movies, a
macho guy will say to an angry
woman: "Has anyone ever told you
that you're beautiful when you're
mad?" But a woman never says:
"Has anyone ever told you that
you're handsome when your eyes
arc bulging. your teeth are grinding,
and you are shouting obscenities?!will probably be condemned by
many men for saying this, but it is
my observation that on a golf course
men are a far greater nuisance than
women. And woman can be more
civilized golf companions, especially those who look good in tight
shorts.
The greatest of golf sins arc (I)
slow play(2)cheating and lying aid
(3) telling really bag duty sakes.
The fastest players are women
and real old guys because they don't
waste a lot of time twisting them-

Or trying to dazzle each other with
wisdom nuggets they learned while
getting their MBAs.
The law should prohibit any
Yuppie from being on a golf course
until he has become fat and bald like
a decent guy.
Women don't hesitate letting faster players pass them. They believe
creatures they must
•that as lesser
stand aside. But most men act as if
waving someone through would
leave them impotent for life.
Women count all their shots and
sink even the shortest of puns. But
the average male hacker acts as ifs
curving three-foot puu is not worthy
of his incredible skills.
I have never heard a woman tell a
dirty joke on a golf course,or even a
clean one. But in every male
foursome there is a guy who mistakenly believes that he is the second
coming of lienny Youngman.
So to paraphrase Professor Henry
Higgins: Why can't a man be more
like a woman on the golf course?
However, I must point out something that the blond, in her anger
(she looks awful when she's mad),
happened to overlook.
The offensive phrase in my papa
was smuts by mg. Paigicia ,Baidwan, ediux-in-cluef of Golf for
Women magazine.
Tsk Tsk. I guess sane of us are
mu more sensitive than others
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Women's Roundtable Wednesday
The Women's Business Roundtable of Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce will meet Wednesday. June 14, from 8 to 9
a.m. in the chamber conference room. Jacque Watson, local CPA,
will discuss tax planning for small businesses. The mission of the
roundtable is to advance the economic growth and well-being of the
community by promoting local businesses owned and managed by
women. Interested women are invited to attend and there is no
charge. Women may call Judith at the chamber, 753-5171, to reserve
a scat at the session.

Scott reunion on Sunday
All family members and friends of the late Bill Scott and Alvin
Scott are invited to the annual reunion to be Sunday, June 18, at the
pavilion by the old courthouse in Murray-Calloway County Park. A
potluck meal will be served at 1 p.m.

Colson reunion Saturday
A reunion of all relatives of the late P. Colson will be Saturday.
June 17, at Shelter N!, Kenlake State Resort Park. A potluck dinner
will be served about 1 p.m. Please note the change from Sunday to
Saturday this year. For mere information call 753-7497.

Cook-Vinson reunion family
The sixth annual reunion for the Cook Family and Vinson School
from Between the Rivers will be Saturday. June 24, at Hazel Community Center. Families are asked to bring a covered dish and drinks
for the lunch to be served about I p.m. Persons are asked to please
made plans to allow for time to visit both before and after mealtime.
For more information call 753-5093.

Dexter-Almo lodge plans event
Dexter-Almo Lodge 0971 of Woodmen of the World will have an
ice cream supper on Thursday, June 15, at 6:30 p.m. at the Dexter
Community Building. Members and their families are invited to
attend.

Kennel Club meeting Thursday
Kentucky Lake Kennel Club will meet Thursday, June 15, at 7:30
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. All members and interested
are urged to attend.

Free blood pressure checks given
Free blood pressure checks will be given Wednesday, June 14,
from II a.m. to 1 p.m. at Hazel Community Center. This is a free
service for the Hazel senior citizens. Lunch will be served at 11:45
a.m.
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Erwin reunion planned June 17
All descendants of the late John Johnson Erwin and Sara Marie
Allison Erwin are invited to an Erwin reunion on Saturday, June 17,
at the home of Buren and Jo Erwin. For information and reservations
call Imogene Paschall, 492-8380 or Buren Erwin, 492-8493.

Mrs. Hutson will be honored
A reception to honor the 80th birthday of Mrs. Sylvia Hutson of
Hazel will be Saturday, June 24, from 2 to 4 p.m. in Fellowship Hall
of Hazel Baptist Church. All relatives and friends are invited to
attend. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.

Hazel reunion on June 17
Hazel Alumni Association will hold its 48th annual reunion dinner
at Calloway County High School Cafeteria on Saturday, June 17.
Visitation and talking with friends and former classmates will begin
at 6 p.m. with dinner to be served at 7 p.m. Drop-ins are welcome;
but if possible, make reservations by contacting Betty Lou Hill, Rt.
4, Murray. Anyone who has ever attended Hazel School is invited;
and if you have any memorabilia, please bring it to share.

ACOA meeting on Thursday
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or dysfunctional familiies
(ACOA) will meet Thursday, June 15, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health Department, 701 Olive St., Murray. For
more information call Carolyn at 759-1884 or Nancy at 753-7405.

Divorce Recovery Group will meet
Divorce Recovery Support Group will meet Thursday. June 15,
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church, South Johnny
Robertson Road, just off Highway 94 West. For information call
753-5584.

Quilting classes scheduled
The Calloway County Family Resource Center in cooperation
with Murray Quilt Lovers will sponsor quilting classes for the
mothers of infants and toddlers. The class will be held Wednesday,
June 21, at 10 a.m. at the Family Resource Center at East Calloway
Elementary School. If anyone has any old sewing machines, quilting
hoops, 100 percent cotton material scraps or anything related to
quilting to donate, please bring them to the center or call 753-3070.
Refreshments and child care will be provided. Persons interested in
the class should call the center for more information or to register.

CPR-First Aid Class planned
The Calloway County Family Resource Center in cooperation
with the Red Cf055 will sponsr a CPR -First Air Class for certification or recertification to be Saturday. June 17, from 8:30 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the gym at East Calloway Elementary School. Participants
are asked to bring their own lunch and the Resource Center will provide drinks and child care. For more information or to register call
Paula Cathcy at 753-3070.
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Tiffany Erin Kirk Lloyd and
Christopher Joseph Fuhrmann

Lloyd and Fuhrmann
wedding to be July 3
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Lloyd of Boston. Ky., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their granddaughter, Tiffany
Erin Kirk Lloyd, to Christopher Joseph Fuhrmann, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Joseph T. Fuhrmann, 1605 Main St.. Murray.
Miss Lloyd is the daughter of Donald Lloyd of Eastview. Ky.. and
Dr. Delaney Kirk of Des Moines, Iowa. She is also the granddaughter
of Mrs. Melia Dean Kirk and the late Norman Kirk of Harrodsburg.
Mr. Fuhrmann is the grandson of Mrs. Jewel W. Cook and the late
W.B. Cook of Springfield, Tenn., and of the late Dr. and Mrs. Paul T.
Fuhrmann of Atlanta, Ga.
The bride-elect, a 1994 graduate of Nelson County High School, is
currently majoring in biology and philosophy at the University of
Kentucky, Lexington.
The groom-elect, a 1994 graduate of Murray Itigh School. is currently majoring in history at the University of iiiihtucky. Lexington.
The vows will be exchanged on Monday, July 3. 1995. at 2 p.m. at
the Cathedral of Christ the King, Lexington. Fr. Gino Donatelli will
officiate.
A reception will immediately follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Christian Women's Club
luncheon will be Friday
Murray Christian Women's
Club will have a "Cool Slice of
Summer" luncheon on Friday.
June 16, from noon to 2 p.m. at
Seven Seas Restaurant. The cost
of the luncheon will be S6 per
person.
Kathryn Timmons, instructor
in Family and Consumer Studies
at Murray State University, will
present the special feature. She
will given ideas and recipes for
quick and cool summer cooking.
Beth Spencer, talented soloist
who lives in the Kirksey area,
will be the guest musician. Originally from Florida, Spencer has
lived in Michigan and Mississippi
before moving to Kentucky last
year. Her husband, Bill, is an
assistant professor of Biology at
Murray State. and they have three
sons, ages II, 13 and IS. In addition to music. Spencer enjoys
aerobics, hiking, camping, and
being a full-time homemaker.

Guest speaker for the luncheon
will be Connie Beudreaux, a
native of New Orleans, now
residing in Louisville. She is the
mother of two children. ages 20
and 7, and is a certified jaz2.ercise instructor.
Reservations should be made
by Wednesday evening, June 14,
by calling Freda Lovett,
753-3999, or Vida Trenholm,
753-2399.
A complimentary nursery for
preschoolers will be provided and
nursery reservations should be
made by calling Freda at the
number listed above.
All interested women arc welcome to attend. There arc no
dues, no membership fees or any
obligation, said Laura Wallc,
CWC chairman. Christian
Women's Club is a worldwide
organization and is not affiliated
with any church or denomination.

Tuesday, June 1)
CF1011 and iibrosiyalgia Support
Cieoupisl 30 p m Drarsonviii• in/0
753- 1 ill or 1 502 527 37114
Polder Spring Baptist Church &bra
Schoo16 30 pm
Grace Baptist Church °obis Sdsooi6
pm
Ike* United 1.1•17'iodest Church Bible
Schooil5 30 p m
Murray Star Chaplet No 413 Order
of the Eastern Star 730 p in Masonic
Hall
Singles Organizational Society
ISOSi. 7 p m Chamber of Commerce
info Marione 753 2150 or Janice
474-8774
Alzheimer's Disease Educational
Support Group 4 30 p m cafesery
vase dining room of Murray Calioway
County Hospital Info 753-5541 of
762, 1 100
Murray•Calloway County Shiva('
Care Adult Day Center open 7 30
am4 pm Info 753-0576
Bingo 7 p m 'Knights of Columbus
building
Murray TOPS Chapter Kentucky 53.4
at 7 p m First Presbyterian Church
Hardin TOPS Chapter 7.6 pm Harden
Library Info...1-527-7098
Murray lions Club*, 30 p m Murray
Woman's Club House
Alcoholics Anonymous open
me•bng.11 p in ,'Amorican Legion Hail
South Sixth and Maple Streets
Murray
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer.5 15 p m
St. Leo Catholic Church stunts
include Weigh to Win 5 30 pm
National Scouting Musournopon
a m 4 30 p m
Wednesday. June 14
Poplar Spring Baptist Church Biota
School,* 30 p m
Grace Baptist Church Brbi• Senor:46
pm
Bothal United Methodist Church Bible
SchooLS 30 p m
West Fork Baptist Church Bible
Schoot9 am
Cooperabve Markstplace AD 13ibie
School9 a m Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church sponsored by Sight
churches
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
Schoof9 30 •m
Harris Grove Homemakers Club I?
am Municipal Parking 101 to go to
Barkley Lodg• for lunch
Murray An Guild.open 10 a m .3 pm
Murray Country Club ladies* golf 9
a m and bridge-930 •m members
weekly luncheonwoon-2 p m
Oaks Country Club ladies g0191 a m
and br1d9e.9 30 am
Health Express of MCCH Murray Post
Office 8 30 11 30 am and 12 30 3
m
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Tivoli 30
•m and Story Hour 10 30 am
Alcoholic Anonymous (AA) open
discussio6/11 a in American Legion
Building. South Sixth and Maple
Streets Infoi759•9882 or 435 4314
Hazel Centerbpen 10 am -2 pm Ica
senior citizens activioes Free blood
pressure checksit1 am•I
Weak. Center/open 8 am -4 p in 'tor
senior citizens" activities
Senior Golf Leaguer!! 30 a m /Miller
Memorial Golf Course
James Harvey Ellis Circliii7
p m /South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church
Murray Church of God Family .-frain•
ing Hour-7 pm
New Life Christian Center siorvicel
pm
University Church of Christ Bible
classes. 7 p m
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bebi
classes/7 pm
First Presbyterian Church Choir
precbce/6 15 pm
Faith Apostolic Church prayer
service/7 p m
Eastwood Baptist Church Studr7
pm
Community Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 pm

--- ships and submarines. The group
includes an aircraft carrier
equipped with jet fighters and
attack aircraft helicopters, and
ships and submarines armed with
Tomahawk cruise missiles.
Smith will travel approximtely
30.000 miles during the sixmonth voyage, spending much of
his time at sea conducting operations with U.S. and foreign naval
tomes
Smith joined the Navy in
February 1982.
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YMCA events include Fitness class,
for ages 6 14 iv 8 am '121h Street
Branch 10 a m and 3 p m Unrversity
Branch into 759 9622 or 759 9699
National Scouting Mus•um 9
a m 4 30 p m
Mery Griffin Theater 3 45 p in across
from Ptayars Riverboat Camino Metro
poles Ill in10.1 800 935 7700

Eric James
Wann is born
at Paducah
Dr and Mrs Daniel Warm of
Westwood Dr Murray. are
the parents of a son Ern lames
Wann, horn on Sunday. May 2i1.
1995, at 4 15 pm at Western
Baptist Hospital. Paducah
The baby weighed nine pounds
six ounces and measured 21',i
inches The mother is the former
Jennifer Sanders
Grandparents are James and
Joyce Warm of Lenexa, Kan ,
Larry and Es Sanders of I aker. d
lc. Minn . and Win and Karen
Mullin's. of Wichita. Kan
MI
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I Imports IS pleased to
have Bethany Thompson,
bride-elect of Matthew
Spencer,join our bridal registry by choosing pottery and
decorative accessories.
Pier

University Plata • Chestnut St.
753-18SI
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SERVICE NOTES
NAVY PETTY OFFICER
2ND CLASS RUSSELL R.
SMITH, son of Catherine L.
Oliver of 100 Fox Meadows,
Murray, has departed for a sixmonth overseas deployment
aboard the combat support ship
USS Seattle as part of the USS
Theodore Roosevelt Battle
Group.
Smith is one of 600 sailors
aboard the supply ship, which
departed Naval Weapons Station
Earle. N.J., along with 10 other
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(AP) — Former laUrriliy $tale guava ilarews Jones
nag sired *in tn. hyaline Fre of lie United Stales
Basketball League pining another tonne, Racer
Maufkce Cannot, on Me ranee

WAUKEGAN. IN (AP) — Chicago Buns star
kinks PIppen pleaded innocent to a nuari•meaner domestic binary charge invOrinng
fiance. Yvette Deleon'. whO said Mann
grabbed her WM and pushed her agenda a
vent*.

New Editions
Division I transfers join Racers
Cullors, Mathies
bolster '95 roster;
Gann ends career
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

•

STEVE PARKERteow a T.fniis photo
Racer football coach Houston Nutt continues to build for the 1995 season with the acquisition of
Division I transfers Derek Cullom and Enc Mathies.

After bringing in Division I transfers Tim Foster, Ramone Okoli, Troy
lowers and Mike Cherry over the last
year, Murray State coach Houston
Nutt again turned to major college
football this summer.
Nutt announced Monday that the
Racers have added running back Dernck Cullors of Texas Christian University and defensive tackle Eric
Mathies of Kansas University.
Nun said he was "cautiously
excited" about the two transfers, who
will arrive on campus in July.
"We've been fortunate with Tim
Foster from Mississippi State and
Ramonc Okoli from Arkansas and it
looks like Mike Cherry (Arkansas,
quarterback) is going to help us,"

RACER FOOTBALL

4.42 and bench presses 345 pounds.
"With Derrick, you're talking
about a guy that has carried (the football) 20 times a game in the Southwest Conference. The rap against him
is that he hasn't finished a season."
Culion, who will have one year of
eligibility at MSU, averaged 7.4
yards every time he touched the ball
(rush, reception, return), which is one
of the best averages in TCU history
for a running back. He will battle
Racer juniors Tim Scarborough and
Tony Turner for playing time at
tailback.
Mathies, a 6-3, 285-pound sophomore from Forest Park, Ill., will add
depth to a veteran, but thin, defensive
line.
"He's a kid that's played in the Big
8, and best of all," according to Nutt,
"he's got three years here."
As a freshman at Kansas, Mathies
played in six games and was in on
seven tackles and one pass breakup.
He'll join senior starters Okoli and
Emmanuel Duviella at defensive

said Nutt. "We ha.en't taken many
transfers but the ones we have have
contributed.
"I expect (Cullors and Mathies) to
fit right in with the nucleus that we
have returning."
Cullors, a 6-0, 194-pound senior
from Dallas, Tex., comes to MSU
with excellent credentials. In three
years at TCU. Cullors rushed for 845
yards on 159 carries, giving him a 5.3
yards per carry career average.
In 1993, Cullors suffered a seasonending ankle injury in the opener
against Oklahoma. The junior had 43
yards on four carries, including a
63-yard kickoff return before damaging a ligament in his left ankle.
Cullors received an "injury hardship" and returned in 1994, playing
in nine games behind junior sensation
Andre Davis.
"The thing that's impressive about
Derrick is that he returned a kickoff
102 yards against Texas (last season).
He's very explosive," Nutt said of
Cullors, who runs the 40-yard dash in • See Page 7

Defending champs humbling young Magic
9y MICHAEL A. LUTZ
%P Sow's Wr !or
Fit)1 SDP's 4 AP. - The
irlando Magic ruse had their
•sse ...rubbed in the dirt by the
lefending ..hampeon Houston
.tokkeis for three games now, and
na.:h player feels the
•rnharTaNsment
They re hearing.whispers about
.oung. talented team that may
iot he ready kw the bighme
T hcy know better. hut they
t been ahle to prove it
It sscry hard on us arid frus-

trating. because you know you're
timer than you've played so
far." Anfernee Hardaway said
Monday. "You want to go out
and win a game and show that
you deserve to be here.
"It's almost like all the games
that we'se won to get here are
going down the drain if we don't
ome back and
The Magic were doing fine in
the playoffs until they reached
the finals and found a mature,
team-oriented defending champion ready to take advantage of

Orlando desperate for first win
Orlando's inexperience under
playoff pressure.
The Magic are down to their
final chance Wednesday night in
The Summit, and the tone in Shaquille O'Neal's voice before
Monday's practice didn't carry
much confidence.
Speaking almost in a whisper
he said, "They've just been playing big and shooting the ball

well. I think we'll come out fired
up.''
Because they are so young and
multi-talented, the Magic appears
destined for many trips to the
finals. But Magic officials want
their players to understand it's
not automatic — not even close.
John Gabriel, Orlando's vice
president of basketball operations, said the coaching staff has

tried to counter that thinking.
ning two tight games and one
"There are no guarantees on
blowout.
making it to the NBA finals," he
Game I was lost when the ususaid. "We have to treat it as a ally steady Nick Anderson
special event. Have they totally
missed four free throws in the
understood it? I don't know. It's final 10.5 seconds, and Game 2
something we've tried to make was a blowout in which the Magthem understand, how precious ic shot poorly and fell behind
this is."
early.
The Magic had spectacular
In Sunday's Game 3, poor
moments in the first two rounds. 3-point shooting and Houston's
They swaggered into the finals fast breaks combined for a
with their motto, "Why not us? 106-103 loss.
Why not now?" But the Rockets
have dominated the series, win- • See Page 7

Braves' flight north
interrupted by slide
off smoking charter
A%TA AF'i •Atlanta
"Thc back was filled with
left fielder Ryan Klesko
white s'mokc." said Jim Schultz,
.ht it was a joke when
the club's public relations directe surted pouring into the
We were just two minutes
tor
n of the lean .% plane as it
From taking off. But it only took
to A runway at Hartsfield
us seconds to get off the plane.
A:kanta International Airport
The slide was shorter than I
:t
e xpected."
the team, on as way to Mon The smoke was caused by
!real. was forsed to evacuate the
hydraulic fluid from mechanisms
Lotered Dclta Air Lines Boeing
at the tail of the plane that had
Monday night. sliding to
dripped onto a hot engine, the
,akiv on inflauble emergency
airline said.
,hutes Thers were no injuries
"That fluid vaporized and the
air conditioner sucked it into the
We staited to sec some
onoke coming from under our
cabin." Delta spokesman Bill
' said utility plaer Mike
Berry said.
who was sitting with
The evacuation of 52 passenKle.ko near the back of the
gers, all Braves players and staff,
0.0c "Ryan thought somebody
at about 7 p.m• took one minute
AJS playing a joke on us. like in
and was a textbook exercise, Berthe minor leagues when -they set
• See Page 7
our shoclascs on fire ••

Oakland's Ontiveros
collects painful win
The Associated Press
to throw 99 pitches, allowing five
The pain in the neck of Oak •
hits in seven innings. kading
land starting pitcher Steve
Oakland to a 1-0 victory, the
Ontiveros was so severe it nearly
fourth consecutive loss by the
Forced him from theo ganw in the
White Sox
first inning. That would have
"I tell you, it was no fun. It
been the best thing - lot thewas probably the best stuff I had
Chicago White So*
all year. and I couldn't enjoy it at
Athletics trainer Barry Weinall." be said "It was killing me
berg had to give Ontiveros a masIt was unbelievable "
sage on the mound in the first
After the game. Ontiveros put
after he started getting neck
a brace on his neck and minted a
spasms while warming up Mon._
ride home from his wife He
day night. During the game. Could barely tarn his head to the
Weinberg provided therapy for
nght.
the nght- hander's neck between
• ,Ricake.,y_Henderson's RBI single
innings.
But OnUvecos (6-2) managed •See Page 7

MARK YOUNG4.ears I

Times photo
CAMP MEETING: Murray State head basketball coach Mart Gottfried addresses the large
group of participants on hand for the Racer
Basketball Camp, which is taking place this week in Racer Arena. The highlight of the camp will be a
visit Wednesday from Ed 011annon, who
led UCLA to the NCAA Championship this pas; season with Gottfried as assistant coach.

Devils skate into familiar playoff territory
By TOM CANAVAN
AP Spoils Writer
EAST RUTHERFORD. N.J.
(AP) — Being a game away from
the Stinky Cup final — and having to win one of two games to
get there — isn't anything new
fat the New Jersey
They were in the same spot a
year ago and fell victim when

NHL PLAYOFFS
Mark Messier delivered in rallying the New York Rangers.
In case you've forgotten, Messier guaranteed a win in Game 6
at the Meadowlands Arena last
year and scored three tunes to
lead the Rangers to a 4-2 victory.
New York went on to win Game

7 in double overtime en route to
capturing its first Cup in 54
years.
Now, it's the Philadelphia
Flyers who need to win Game 6
on the road Tuesday or else it
will be the Devih and Detroit
Red Wings meeting in the Stanley Cup final starting on
Saturday.

"Maybe (Eric) Lindros
Devils contender Mania Brodeur
quipped Monday when asked if
he expected anyone as the Flyers
as guarantee a win this year.
Flyers goalie Roe Hestall
didn't deliver a gmweelee. bet
said the seem will he window
beading op the New Jersey

5.4
-
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NEW YORK (AP) - Ken Gnffey Jr., who will miss the
All-Star game because of a broken wrist, is the top votegetter among AL players in fan voting.
The Seauk outfielder has 131,186 votes, followed among
outfielders by Rickey Henderson of Oakland with 80,800 and
Kirby Puckett of Minnesota with 76.697.

CSF's Kotsay best college player
HOUSTON (AP) - Mark Kotsay, a sophomore outfielderreliever who led Cal State-Fullerton to the national championship, received the R.E. "Bob" Smith Award as college baseball's player of the year.
Kotsay set career College World Series records this season
with two grand slams and a .529 batting average.
In Cal State-Fullenon's 11-5 championship victory over
Southern California on Saturday, Kotsay had two homers,
five RBIs, and pitched the final two innings

TRACK AND FIELD

Christie won't defend Olympic title
LONDON (AP) - Olympic champion Linford Christie,
frustrated by criticism and his disputes with British track
authorities, said he will not defend his 100-meter title at
next year's Atlanta Games.
Christie could have become only the third man to win the
100 in consecutive Olympics. He plans to defend his world
title in Goteborg, Sweden, in August.

PRO FOOTBALL

Ex-player convicted of sexual assault

nd one

the usuderson
in the
Same 2
Magbehind

I, poor
miston's
for a

ink

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - Former Kansas City Chiefs
wide receiver Tim Barnett was convicted of second-degree
sexual assault of a child for an incident last year in a Milwaukee hotel.
Bamett was convicted by a Milwaukee County jury. He
was accused of grabbing a 14-year-old hotel maid and exposing himself on June 14. Barnett faces a maximum 10 years
in prison and a S10,000 fine.
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"The shots I've been missing
in the finals. I've been making all
season," Anderson said. "I have
• to ask myself, 'Why now?' To
think of all the work I did to get
to this level. I was doing so well.
Now nothing is working."
The Magic haven't shown the
flash of earlier playoff series. an
which they dispatched Michael
Jordan and the Chicago Bulls,
and the Indiana Pacers.
Now their long-range shooting
is down. Anderson hit 42 percent
of his 3-pointers in the regular
season, but only 33 percent in
three games against the Rockets.
Dennis Scou was the Magic's
best 3-point shooter in the regular
season, hitting 43 percent. He's
managed only 22 percent against
the Rockets.
If the Magic's shooting touch

IN Braves...
FROM PAGE 6
ry said.
"I wish we had a clock going
because they probably set all
kinds of records," he said.
"You have hydraulic bleeds,
they are not uncommon," Berry
said. "In this instance, the leak
was not serious enough to affect
any systems."
Under Delta Air Lines policy,
passengers are taken off the plane
at the first sign of any threat of
fire, Berry said.

doesn't return in Game 4. coach
Bnan Hill may on s Oct matching
Houston's small lineup with
Anthony Bowie and Donald Royal to get more penetration
Royal was the starting small
forward dunng the regular season, but lost his job to Scou and
has played one minute against the
Rockets
"Penetration is something
we'd like more of, but when I
broke down the tapes we got
some great looks at the basket
last night." coach Brian Hill
said "I told the team.'We got
all the shots we wanted, exactly
what we were looking for •
"We just have to hope that
when they don't go down, then
you have to get some type of
penetration. We may have to sec
more of Bowie and Royal to get
us out and running and slashing
to basket if we're ineffective
shooting the ball."
If that doesn't work. the Magic
motto will have to be "Why not
next year"'
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We Feature Name Brand Tires
Made in the USA.
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Noon Buffet (m-F, 11-1:30)
All You Can Eat - 2.95 Ad... s2.65-s c.,,,.„.
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Nary 641 S • Murray
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These CD Players are $2.95 cheaper
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Can you drive there for

Paducah
$2.95?

What about service?
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Holland Motor Sales
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753-4461
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World of Sound

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By

FROM PAGE 6
in the third brought home the
only run of the game as the A's
won their third straight.
All five hits off Ontiveros, who
got 13 outs on ground balls, were
singles, and all of them came
with two outs. He struck out five
and walked two, and did not
allow a runner to reach third
base.
Dennis Eckersley got the four
outs for his ninth save, making
him the first pitcher in major
league history to save 300 games
for one club. He had three saves
for Cleveland in the mid-1970s,
and the rest of his 303 saves have
come for the A's.
Ontiveros clutched his neck in
pain while pitching to Robin
Ventura with two outs in the first,
and stayed in the game only after
several minutes of therapy from
Weinberg.
"I could feel it warming up in
the pen. It was like a crick in the
neck." Ontiveros said. "It
mounted and mounted. I didn't
think I'd get past the first
inning."
After each inning. Weinberg
adjusted Ontiveros' neck with his
hands and used hot packs to relax
the muscles.
"Barry was involved every
half-inning with him and gets an
assist," A's manager Tony La
Russa said.
Jason Here (2-5) allowed only
five hits and struck out eight in
his first complete game of the
season for thc White Sox. His
only walk was an intentional pass
to Mark McGwirc. Bere came
into the game with a major
league-worst 37 walks allowed.

FROM PAGE 6

.arem

sash lc
Both Cellars and Mathies must
pus six boars of summer uhisof
so gain eligibility for the fall
Null's excitement over the
additsoas of Callon and Mathies
was tempered by sews that Chad
Gams, a two-year starter at out
side linebacker, will undergo a

•Orlando...

Griffey top All-Star vote-getter

7

13 IMPS

vellum bail surgery later
this summer
Cann, a senior from Test umbi
a Ala kd the team in ta.lies
Last season with NI total stops
-That was devastating.- Nutt
said of Use toss of tiann He was
past voted iaptain and he bleeds
Nee Hey going to be a,oeoi
for us this fall bcsause we need
him around

FROM PAGE 6

• 1..

BASEBALL

5

JUNI

•Racers...

HOUSTON (AP) - As the NBA threatened a lo.kout. the
league and its players union went huk to the bargainii4 tat,le iA
th3C1184 a lung-delayed Labor deal
Samoa Govedine. executive director or the players assokation,
and union prelklent Beck Williams met with NBA corninissioner
David Stern and his deputy. Rios Granik. in New York
The first meaningful talks in more than three weeks followed
published reporu that the league would lock out its plasen inime
daatcly following the NBA Finals if a new colle.tie bargaining
agreement wasn't reached by then.
This season the league has been operating under a no it/11.c. no
lockout agreement with the union. but that pa.t capircs at the end
of the playoffs

LOCAL BASEBALL

TtnEWAv

T Mk 5

PAY-PER-VIEW TUESDAY!

The Insurance Center
of Murray

Movies only $2.95 on Viewers Choice Channel 44.

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"
Your more than one company agency.
"

David King

901 Sycamore
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STARGATE
1.1111e-s Sparlirr. hurl

s),Ivr.ter Nallonr.
Sharon Stunt.

Got those Tuesday blues? lighten up! Inlay a hit Hollywood movie without leaving the
comfort of your home - and save! It's Pay-Per-View Tuesday, only on pay-per-vlirw on cable!

Murray Cablevision
Tune to Channel 42 for Listings and
Ordering Instructions.
jar ,a+.1 0,4v $0/ /*wear*,
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HAIL DAMAGE
Paintless
Hail Repair

*City & County
Coverage
*Farm Owner
*Home Owner
*Auto
*Life *Blue Cross
*Retirement
*Business
'Long Term Care

*No Paint or Bondo Used
*Keep Your Original Factory
Finish
'Save Money

'Save Time
'Most Insurance Claims
Accepted

DENTS USA

Agericti Mawaraw. RON T. brooch: Agent. bob

753-0302
621-A South 3rd Street

Cornollaon

(Behind CULT Food Market)

310 South 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

Murray • Kentucky
•

Ps.

snuh hurl

adventurt•

S-04.

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE

753-4703

THE SPECIALIST
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RAYSIFIED
CEAS
SCI

Ankles
Fw Sale

No.
Nis

Mike

Meese

f'arr.per
yourself
ith a ial of acridic
na.ls °Pis i2.5 sail
let h moan. Sherry
lames. is now at
Lit %-k
6.1ankurc

$8.00

l'isiwurr

$16.00

11.4 Oil
Stankurr

811.00

CLEAN II eiented Do you
need a pleas a Ain" ald
concrete asohol. rock or
art Pewee conewl Fern
Terrace Lodge 7537109

LONE Wall Hurling Gob
irc Lookrig tor salary con
sows leer abeam mem
bers lo pin thee hurting
MP We currendy Pave •
So uthsIJ e
renewable lease esti WestShopping Center
•
lot 1 336 acme of
property biased in New
753-1682
Concord Ky Annus/ dues
are 1315 00 peg person
Property hes Deer. Turkey
Oual and al apes of anise
PST C ri.0 reading by Sim
Y",
finaieigs Cal 5C2 876 7396 $100 per genie For more (Memo
t 13 *apt Mary% AO. is Quist/ cli Ion contact Kati Bleck at
a; oi.>
751 5246 or 753-0339
ii. meant%
;
'.3366.3
OPEN Pius Mew Assecta
Cloud
Op•n Sprn
hbn•Tues Pttza, saieds,
Pet sandwiches. gyros &
Como see trie blooming Dayklaes J114:anilso
bread sacks Dira-an or
yet anicl Hostas Over 900 varieties
carry out 474-6119 or
Fry* Plant WIO. This Coupon
1-800-649-3104

Kut-N-Kurl

Open Garden Daily 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

OUTLAW Construction
We custom build log homes
& have ba home supplies
bar ea do 4 yourself person
Approval licensed, general
conlracSo• wah 25yrs experience VA-FHA -2-10
HEIW. warranty For al your
log home needs cal Shannon Hans 502-436-5210

C Wursenj
753-2993
..CE LP^ •
-"wicorf
'463
stof

. ::..eatoo c riappy Holiday
"we kin ert on Betel Churcli
road lo ken Ccok Rd tam left 1st
APPrOs
4 fres.
4

a
iissons•
as

AVON see a: wort, home.
anywherel Be your own
boast Earn 50%
1-800- 539-4528 Ind/Rep

scre•gons Cease to Coast

WILEY'S afro SALES
Cars, Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
112 So 12th
Winfrey, KY 3.7071

Othce 753 ei3i0
1400- THE • DUC

Lowest Rates In Town
Duly, Weoltry or Monthly Rases

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Frt. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytand By Appointment
/
I

Hwy 641 North •

502-759-1333
Sent'ce and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete Indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

/ ALPINE.
cickfoidros4acosi.
et.

clariou
I 3.

CS

Tapes
CDS
Car Audio

.Simsel Boulevard Music
•

Distrased Center

703-0113

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY
,
A Southern
Baptist School
OPEN FALL 1995
Erica' Now Grades K 6
.ocabx1 a: Sinking Swings Baptist Church
Near Southwest Elensentary
753 6487
437-4432

Do you have acne prone skin tacial
scars, fine
Would you like to have
firmer softer younger looking skin in
weeks? Try Glycolique 3 Step Skin Re
pair Buy a starter kit and qualify for the
-Peel Dear

A now you in lour weeks
No G.IMMO%S
about our natural nail Ca'.
Now you can have pretty hat

BIG Apple C.Puryear.
In. snow hinng ccolut. pen
tme or lull Wrie Apply in
p•rson aft•r 1 lam
901-247-5796
CHILD Development Latxratory Assistant Deportment of Forney aid Consumer Saxiert Pine month
appointment to begin August 28, 1995 Ouabicatore Masters degree ri
child development required One year preschool teaching experience
required Administrative
experience in preschool
programs preferred Re
psonsineses Mal and enPenitent daily unrversity
preschool laboratory program *or 3 end 4 yew old
chddren, asset valh super•
of colleoe students
completing laboratory experience. communicate
with worms faculty and
community Application
Deadline June 28, 1095
To Aoply submit resume
and names and addressee
of three relerenose to Dr
Teryl Waters, Department
of Famay and Consumer
Skidoos, Murray State University. P0 BOK 9.'Away.
Ky 42071-0009 Murray
Sues University a an equal
educaeon and employment
opportunity, M/F,D. AA
a
DO you need a GED,Do
you need hope lot the ties,and help to gets sold
weer" Ws have 22 J06
openings for people 16 Ihru
21 Wet we not kill tune high
school students Call
753 9378 Free cloys a week
between 11 00arn-3 00pm
This proem
funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act trough We Kentucky Department lor Employment Savors aid We
West Kentucky Private Industry Counol Ths e an
Equal Opportunity prop ram
wyaadswideer•
We avadstde upon
nebula! 10 orevorlusiS wall
(amanitas
EARN up to $1.000 *reeky
processirq mod San now
no experience free suppbes raormation no obi
gation
Send s•II
addressed stamped envie
lope to Bucks Dept 14
3607 Benders Rd Suite
113 217 San Antonio Ti
711250

ASk

naturally

Pedicure - $16.00
Jog
Acrylic Nails - $25.00

-46

With any hair service receive !•,
off any nail or loot care sertice
Or vice versa

Fnrige Benefit.%
1. ICifff:

I

FlIEFIONTEIN JOSS on
Pp level hIF positions
$t 1
$14 2114it Pad
banns & boned. Apple
ants col 1 219 736 4741
ma A)412 Ilansion 7
ddes
FULL end inantenance
person lot Morey Menai &
Soothed* Menai Apply in
person at 906 Broad St
Scouted& Manor Apts

JACK of all trades wilder
',wee for apt main*
nave 796 4118 between
2 3pni

I.

Hair & Skin • 759 1874

I.
Nails • 753 1137

ELECTRICIANS and hel
pets needed Apply at new
Kroger Mors in Mirror,
EXPERIENCED trav•I
agent needed kill or pert
are Send resume to P0
Bon 433 OdbertrAki KY
42044
EXPERIENCED waitress
weed days only Apply in
person Hungry Ewe,

Rimess•nt
EXPERIENCED cerPsnest
needed Needs enough ea
penanceso no • crew
7834363

RESTAURANT Manager
wanted tor upscale supper
club Experience required
Send resume to P0 Box
1040C Moray Ky 42071

MURRAY Christi•n
Academy a axepeng ap SAFETY advisors,
plications for teachers 12150p. mo Company
grades K 6 Call 759-1555 will train. call Mon-Fri
9am 1pm
only
Pot aPPscation
615 399 8269
PAINTERS must have
2yrs experience or more SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring cooks ushers. disHiNTON & Son a Cash & Steady work Apply at
Decorating Center hwasher & salad bar mens
Black
now
Carry
accepting epee
St lAirray or dents Apply in person becations bar kal erne delivery 701 S 4th
tween 2-4 Mon- Fn
753 0839
sates ixrsiton Must be at call 502
least Illyrs old with a valid POSTAL JOBS start WAITRESS/ servers
drivers license Apply in $12 68hr For kee roger&
wanted, experience necesperson at 621 S 4th St tion form & info Call sary Grayslone Resta,next door to D&T Foods
1 800 233 9078 sot free
ant. Pans 901-644-2525 or
901-243-4921
IMMEDIATE opening tor 241irs 7 days
auto clean up detail per
WANTED Mature female
sort •'pretence neoes WAITRESS, dancers to babysit 4 yew old girl in
sary
arts yew wound wanted Dot House Cafe
my Murray home 2-3 afterPars TN 901 62 4297
employment 437 4127
noons a week (Wed- Fn)
approx 5pm until 9pm Mist
be non- smoker and have
excellent references, trampontifical avertible if neces
Be An Independent Motor Route Carrier
sary Cal 753-1046 between Skim- 5pm
For The Murray Ledger & Times

MOTOR ROUTE CARRIER

Must have own automobile, good driving record
and have own vehicle insurance
Six days per week delivery of Ledger 8 Times
plus gas mileage Earn $11,000- 16,000 or more
per yew.
If interested contact Jeff Duncan Circulation
Manager at the Murray Ledger 8 Times and
complete a resume No phone calls please

WILDLIFE/ Conservation
Jobs Game wardens, security, maintenance, etc No
exp necessary Now hor1 ng
For info call
(219)794-0010 ext 7159
8arn-lOpm 7 days
070
Domestic
& Childcare

************************
Drivers
LOOKING FOR A CHANGE?

Second Ca

Ugly Puckling

41C. .0116 d

Railed

If a new career is what you're looking for, you can
stop your search J B Hunt is looking for drivers with
eater venftable over the road experience or someone who just wants to learn to drive a truck If you are
inexperienced, J B Hunt will help you get the
traning you need to be on your way J B Hunt
drivers can earn an average of Over $2000 per
month thew first yew, along with comprehensive
benefits. Why wet? Meet with our driver recruiter
WEDNESDAY. JUNE 14
MEETINGS BEGIN PROMPTLY AT
2 P M AND 6 P.M.
HOUDAY INN EXPRESS
3994 HINKLEVILLE ROAD
1-24 AND US 60, EXIT 4
PADUCAH. KY
Or, call

1-800-2JB-HUNT

BABYSIT in home. MonFn, days only. 759-4490

JENNY Und crib with mattress, $50 759-4471.

WILL clean houses, reasonable rates, references
437-4064

expecLted by caJling

1-800-368-8538
EOE Subject to drug screen

HAIL DAMAGE
Paintless Hail
Repair
DENTS U.S.A.
'No Paint or Bondo Used
• Keep your original factory finish
'Save Money
• Save Time
Free Estimates
II
References Available
621A S. 3rd St. (behind D&T Market)
Murray • 753-0302

WILL keep books in my
home Experienced in bank
records, general ledger,
&acts rot accts pay, payrod, sales tax returns, 941s
and much more Call Erica
489-2405 if no answer
leave a message

Business
Opponunky
RETAIL franchise opportunity, existing locations
Call
available
1-800-277-3278

Computers
AMIGA 2000 computer with
color monitor, includes two
35 disk drive, 1 MEGA
BYTE of memory 8 all
cables Over $400 in soft
ware included Wil take
best offer 759-4729
HAWKINS RESEARCH
NOW LOCATED AT
1304-E CHESTNUT IN
THE DIXIELAND SHOPPING CENTER, NEXT TO
PAPA JOHN'S PIZZA.
CALL 753-7001.

CARPENTERS

ANTIQUES by tie piece or
collections 753 9433 day

Attention: Framers. Form
Carpenters. Drywall and
Metal Stud Framers. and
Ceiling and Floor Installers.

or noght

or 1-800-815-1057

All calls will be kept confidential
IN

your future% make the call!

UNDSEYS original antique showcases, old mantel, card rack, cash register,
bed quilts, trunk, 7,1 ft Barcena christrnas tree, table
8 chars, queen bed frame.
753-9887 leave message.
NEW metal siding & roofing. Cover 36 cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and gatvalume. Secondary
if available Portable carport kits. 489-2722 or
489-2724.
ROOM for rent & at conditioners for sale. Call
753-6442
SEARS Craftsman 8hp riding mower, good condition,
$350 436-2619.
WHIRLPOOL washer 8
dryer, treadmill. Drake
satellite system and videoapher Call 436-2667

CLASSIFIED

Fos
Todisige
F GLEANER condone, at
hard land planter
753-7345
INTERNATIONAL Sups: C
with 2 row cultivators
753-36.47

GUNS buy
436-5650

sell Of trade

210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
220

ENSONIO SD-1 synthesizer, lull size keyboard.
Sampled sound, built-in sequencer & 3.5 disk drive.
Hundreds of real sounding
instruments. Speakers 8
keyboard stand, excellent
condition Over $3300 n
vested, will take reason
able offer 759-4729

SHOE SENSATION
MANAGER WANTED!
Growing retail shoe company seeks a local enthusiastic, independent individual to start as manager
Previous experience in retail management a must
and retail shoe experience is a plus
Benefits Include:
Salary Plus Bonus
Paid Vacations
Group Health
Employee Discounts
Opportunity for Growth
Send Resume Today!
Shoe Sensation 1339
Chestnut Hills Plaza
/NfERPRISES
718 N. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every day, including
the Shopper, for $175 a month
(paid In advance).
Rate Effective April 1. 1995

Coll 753-1916 fa details.

:ART LESSONS)
Ages 5-13

753-7201

155
Applaress
FREEZER Sears, 12 cu ft
upright, like new, $75
753-4043

D'ART SUPPLY
Court Square

160

120

SHORT ON MEMORY OR
HARD DRIVE SIZE, SEE
HAWKINS RESEARCH IN
DIXIELAND CENTER.
753-7001.

442-1148

LADIES twilit size wedding
dress with veil. 753-0789

.01)

SEE HAWKINS RESEARCH FOR YOUR
COMPUTER AND OFFICE
FURNITURE NEEDS.
753-7001.

Do you want Information on • better way
of Itie with better wawa benefits and
working conditions? Attend a tweeting of
area carpenters on Thureday. Jurw 15,
1995 at 630 p m at 2029 Cairo Road
In Paducah. Kentucky
Contact the Kentucky State Dtstrii t
Council of Carpenters. AFL-CIO

FIBERGLASS topper for
long wheelbase, lull size
pock-up, $250 436-2523

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced, references Cal
Linda 759-9553

Erdenenced d,er appl,cat:ns are

************************

ENTIRE baseball card collection. KeIvinatte chest
freezer, aquariums lOgal
with wood cabinet, $35,
10gal with exended top
hood, $40 20gal long, $45,
20ga1 tall with metal stand,
$60, some accessories included 753-49.55

GOOD clean used lawn
mowers, clearance prices.
J.D Cub, Sears 8 others
Hutson Ag Equipment.
247-4456

I will sit with elderly, anytime Consider live in, ref ,
exp Call 753-4590 for
information

.:=1.

20 RIDING mowers. 2 KA sal* tree piece bedboats. concrete imizet. room set oonessing of a
comps( Cal 321-8123 al- headboercl and loottard
ter 5pin
adaptable to sonar Ai or
queen atz• chest and
230V COOLING. BTU dresser wan
attached ma
1170. angle phase Fed- rce
excellent condition
des Cal Chris 4362292 Cal
7534899 after 5pm or
2 STEEL safes at Horton leave a massage
Lock Shop One 52H:32w
I 250. 7404 x 36W x 310, Hid• a bed $175
435-4236 after 5pm
burgle, resistance. Ti. rating 753-69110. 753-1203 WONG sae Noe early
alter 5pm
American couch & char,
$150 Old chdterobe, did
2 WHEEL carp Paler for
sole twin hitch Vial ids 1990 lamp able, $25 Chest of
drawers. $30 Twin bed
Oldsmobile. 7534744.
with mattress & box
ANTIQUES dining room springs, $50 Chest
suite, bedroom suits, freezer, $50 World Book
kitchen table & chairs, encyclopedias with new
marble top tables( 2 end
book case 435-4336
ooffee), etagere, china,
OVERSIZED
couch & char
aystal & sever 753-1513
with ottoman, bought new
BOGARD Trucking arid Ex- at Crass Furniture in '91
cavating, Inc We haul bp Also matching oil Feinting
sod, gravel. WI dirt, white Cal 759-2473
rock, rip rap. Mon-Fri
SOFA & loveseat like new,
8-4pm, 753-2446.
blue & tan stripe 8FT pool
ENCLOSED utility trader table. Call 753-6430
641046ft high, $1000. obo
502-247-8754 after Sprn

CARPET cleaning, home
or business with Kirby dry
foam, stain guard shampoo 492-8238.

HOUSE cleaning have
opening. reliable, dependable and expenenced, ref
Call Carta 436-2667 leave
message

I

CASH pad for good. used
riles ehoeauns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray
USED 250 or 500 piton
propane tank
Call
7569752
WANT to buy Antiques &
collectibles coca cola
items civil war artfacts
stone whiskey lugs with tat
venoms gas & of adverts
✓ig pia:snare Elins
inerbile etc Phone
1533633 aett lot Lorry

Horn
Furnishings
42' diameter solid oak dinette table 8 chairs, $350
Solid oak coffee table 8 end
tables. $300 Cal after 5pm
753-5644
4PC BEDROOM suite with
daybed One yew old, excellent condition Cat Carrie at 753-8902 or
753-8951
ALL in stock furniture &
bedding reduced Must
make room for new shipments Extra savings' Caraway Furniture, 105 N.
3rd 753-1502
COUCH & char, good condition. $85. Electric lift
char, excellent condition,
$200 Call 753-2635
COUCH & loveseat modern pillow back styling
charcoal with maroon &
green enc. excellent condition must sell 753-5316

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies have an alternate plan of
care that may pay for care in your
own home if you would otherwise
have to go to the nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may
be able to provide the money
under the alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, Ky.

Fisher Price
In response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities.
applications are now being accepted kw production operator positions

on the following shifts:
• 12 hour swing (extended hours with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (Mouitty-Friday. FarIX/SOCORWThird)
• 4 how fixed (Mondsy-Friday.
. 9 am.-1 p.mJ6 p.m.-10 p.m.)
Starting pay rawer/re $5.59 for 12 how work schedules and S5.30for
8 and 4 hour. Positions king to regular full-time employment offer a
lop pay nmeof 58.58 plus a comprehensive benefit packase.
If you've got whet it tikes to wixt with the world's best tomato's,
please contact:
Merrily Employmiew Agracy
241 Ss. 120 Street
Murray. Ky. 4W1
7S11-21S0
Am ipd Oppommily limployer-MRID/V
nt„

.
I

:
• la ,
1111ARA`I LEDGER & TIMES

PIANO tor sale we new
ream eel rani °area*
Cal 7537316

edema. Mc
planter

iL Super C
utbvelors

1990 CHAMPION 14410
3Ix 2 tmei draherener de
posse relngeratot weli semetier Whirlpool ears insulation package many ex
Das. in Fox Meadows
$17000 Cal 753-1046 be
tram eare Spel
FOR sale or Made. very
nice 12,65 Ournished mobil* home on Ky Lake. neer
Auro•• $5 250 Days
501 763 4926. nights
501 763 3092
2110

I or trade

Noblis
Homes For ReM
2961 mobee home. C
water furnished 5275/no
Coleman RE 753-9898

for sale

SHADY Oaks- 2 or 3br.
Mectric or gas Walung de
tines to college 753 5209

Male
Home Lots For Real
NEW park, newer model
homes only Concrete
drives & walks Trash pickup & aty water $100ano
492-8488
NORTHWIND Mobile
Home Park 753-9866
290
Heating
And Cooling
30.000 BTU window a/c,
good for whole house or
trailer, serviced this spring,
$300 492-8858
300

antra)
viager
a must

Business
Rentals
1000 SO FT OFFICE
space or small business,
plenty of parking
753-6106, 753-3258_
DOWNTOWN office space
across from courthouse.
595/mo including all utilities. Also nice suite of offices with windows,
$595/mo including al uelties. 753-1266

ES

OFFICE or business 1000
sq ft 308N 12th, next to
Faye's 753-9212
OFFICE or retail building,
zoned B2, approx. 1600sq.
ft., NE corner 13th & Poplar. Call 753-6001.
in

)nth

1111111..,

OR Ad es:41 MIN down
town Moray MI4100

ION 1 4 Mei no. camel
$35Ornie • deposit Cal
492 WU

ROOM ealciency very
areas IlASU permit imams
kimeined Available now
Calendar%RE 7539898
1 ROOMS ler rent al 1414
OM. Utahans furnished
Share Madsen Wing roam
& batsmen+ leakies Walt
to 114SU Coleman RE
7539898
2 IBR kirreshed &Pis
16044 SAW. pedal yakSea paid no pets 29R
furnshed apt. pond Wit
See paid. no pets. 1604
Miller
753 0932 or
763-5898
28R. 2 bees dupasx, gm
age. centre/ gas heat conIra as $450.me Coleman
RE 753 9898
28R apt 1 block Porn campus. 16194 FORMA St
upstairs apt available
June 161h $210mo plus
deposit 753-4249
28R apt on 908 Hilwood
Dr , 286/mo 759-4408
28R duplex in Northwood
759-4406

2AS

1 synthe
keyboard
built iise
desk drive
I sounding
makers &
excellent
$3000 in
• reason
1729

=
,
11111111

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612
UNIVERSITY Square
space available, central
gas, central air, sky light.
retail and/or office space,
high traffic area 753-1492
ask for Loretta

28R duplex townhouse
Imam house, appliances
furnished Rent varies
$350- 430 CA 753-1266
for more details
28R Embassy Apartments
central gas heat. available
now $300/mo Coleman
RE, 753-9898
2E1R townhouse on Diuguid. Central N/A Available
now. $325/mo Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR upstairs apt 113-4 S
13th St, deposit & lease
no pets 753-6001 leave
message

2eR no elapsarsces no
pees $275nio deposit re
Art•r 5pm
quir•d
753 4860
39R 2 bosh txicli house in
Sherwood Forest great
neighborhood central ti a
refrogeralor & stove en
dosed garage relerences
required no pets $600mo
plus deposit 753 4043
3814 2 bath brick 1653
Ryan central tva mew
neighborhood $600mo
rev leas* and deposit
7536424
38R reoeney remodeled
central his ceding farm.
stove & refrigerant wed
hook-up, nice y•rd.
$3950mo plus depose. no
pets. references requred
753-1059
NEWLY remodeled 2br.
appliances furnished. can
Val gas hest detached 2
bay garage. optional st
sides & pasture. 3iiii Porn
MSU horse barn in South
west School district
753-9468
NICE 38r, 2 bath brick
house with 2 car garage in
Panorama Shores
$6001mo plus deposit No
pets 12 moo lease References required Call
474-8430 after 6p m
PRIVATE 2br frame house
in country, central ha, true
trees grapevine garden
area plus storage Available immediately $390/mo
plus deposit 753-7724 or
753-5303
360
For Rent
Or Loam

G & L Rental Property announces openings at CREEKVIEW Self-storage
Sherry Lane Apts near warehouses on Center
MSU These attractive two Drive behind Shoney's
bedroom units lease for $20-$40/mo 759-4081
&440 & will be ready for NOW renting' Eastside
June move-in Grey's PropBoat & Mini Storage Cal
erties is taking applications now reserve your space
to
Call 759-2001.
759-9835 or 753-0834
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- STORAGE trader for rent
land Westly Village 1 br 753-7888
apartment, utilities included, rent based on in380
come 55 & older, handicap
Pets
& disabled Equal Housing
& Sipple.
Opportunity
502-354-8888.
1 BALL Python with heat
LARGE lbr apt., 2 walk in rock, $75 753-7189
dosets, closet than dorms, ALL birds & supplies, 30%
very low utilities,$225/mo 1 off Ava's Aviary 515S 7th
person, $250/mo 2 people. St 759-4119
753-2339 or 753-8767
DOG obedience classes or
LARGE ;testae 2br 2 bath, private Serving Murray 14
central tea, said hook-up, years 436-2858
available July 1st, refer
ences & deposit required.
400
no pets 753-3949
Produce
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments LYNN Grove U-pick berPhone 759-498.4 Equal ries, now open Mon- Sat
Housing Opportunity
7am to 7pm for Blueberries

I

Pane
Per bels
to 3 ACRES re lenceid in
surveyed 2 barns a prase
tinsel beasiNIA leershed
3ter douleisiede eel+ house
roof•carport added pond
mocked seri keh Shown by
appointment only
436 5648

1963 NISSAN kiesiata
G E pie sambas Goma
Son Cal 4364003
t983 TOYOTA Caney LE
@Odeon sell gam lloW
is JUDI miss 753 1202

RESTORED 1619 owe
Conv•rtible
GO ACRES meg Wood Cutlass
or
River•Ky Lake reduced to Sharpi lArea ASV $6000
7531480
$695 per we maw Mims best otter can
Maar 5pm or Mem nags
7591922
sego Can be seen at 919
N tiel St
Noises
For Sale
1622 KIRKWOOD Drew
3br home with large
kachen L.R. central na 1991 TOYOTA Previa van
Soared sea swags aar one owner 82 )0tX miles
port storage shed agree extended warranty excel
every landscaped with lame lent condemn 492 1158
backyard 759 1673
28R 1 bath cedar siding
horns with detached 20x24
shop/garage on 2 acres
West of hAunay $35 000
3622485

GheC $ 15 5•0
Mack *2960 ebb CM
753 1460 attar Spirm or
WIMP Prielbeje
1990 Corley Seelesedo
1500 All the wares ana
camper CM after flOre
753 7610
1992 S 10 Blazer Taros
obi Tied e 3 V 6 auto
$12500 4862259
1993 CHEVROLET
C 1500 Series eaciellent
condition 19 238 &CAW
Taint asking 114 $OO
759 2580 after Seen
1994 FORD F 250 XLT
Lawler 14 XXX mass mint
condieon 492 8659
FOR saki lam Chevy
Saverado black & grey well
gray interior loaded
79 XXX miles 527 5294 al
ter 5pm

EXTRA rine 3br 1 bath
home located in quite
neighborhood in town
Large fenced back yard.
new carpet in Irving room,
hall & master bedroom,
baseboard heat, window
air, walk-in pantry, extra
storage areas. $57.500
For appointment call
753-6855 after 6pm
FOR Investors, 2812 sq ft
new duplex, Fall Brook
Rental income
Sub
$1100/mo, Price $123.000
492-8516 or 762-7221
NEW 3br homes priced in
70's & 80's. finanang avail
able, will consider trade
753-3672 after 5pm
NEW affordable homes,
2-3br in aty Starts at mid
50's. financing available,
payments less than rent
Sidewalks, storm sewers,
curbs & all underground
utilities 753-4444
NEW home, Cotes Camp
ground Rd 3br 2 bath, can
tral gas & electric. 1900sq ft
living area on 1 22 acres,
nice Call Mar CM Realty
753.4444

1664 24S T POkiToosx
non SOW avow ammo
elvers bans mar in bent
Ana Mercury needs some
maw wors $2 500 oee
753 3540 ask kor Den
492 8176
see. t /FT IlAYLINER
Ford acyt engine OMIC
*we emik Ihrougll wend
Wield 7630410
1009 CHEETAH giaasurn
slu boat left 130an Marc
C4 USW MAW Wee sea
evosqls wsid shield good
condition $5 600 obo
753 9407 or 753 0971
treve
RANGER 330V bass boat
i91111 150HP Manner Meg
num moat Menem& semi
prop 12 24 rridor guide
mood 3 vie. DOW
r tadefOCIf0faCS wany
fisrair
race 492 6603
513

1967 72 CHEVY truck
pens short bed SiS 1973
29R house with gas heat. 87 short bed Chevy body
city water. vinyl siring on 1 parts 1978 80 Monte
acre lot at city limits. Carlo body parts
753-6063
$37.500 Call 753-3130
38R 1 bath log home 1250 1978 CHEVY SWB pick
14F1 FLEETWING GSM
sq It central ha, vacated up 350 engine new Mee
per good condition stove
200
$2
good
condition
mantas. great room with
• refrigerator gas or
fireplace, patio area. obo 492 8238
Seam $1 500 436 2497
$62.703 489-6075
1089 CHEVY S 10 pick up
TRAVEL camper with MI
3BR duplex for sale 4 3 bier. V 6. automatic cvd
appliances Can be seen at
se
mMs,
custom
78,XXX
753-5114
26 Nortiennd trader park
nes, $5,900 7534631 al
759 4525 after 4pm
3 ROOM house on ter 5pm
120*150 lot at 1616 Far
met. 2 blocks to unrversity
rentable at $200 .
753-8831
AVOID resents cost, 3br 2
bath with Large yard & storage, 9mi on 121N
489-2296

Seim
Mows

Used
%Ma

FOR SALE

Beautiful wooded lot in Campbell Estates. Located on CulDe-Sac,with large trees. Can
be used for tri-level. Two
story walk-out front and back
or one story. Call 435-4633.
We have been your custom builder in the
past. We are now expanding our buSiness
to better meet your needs In addition to
custom building. we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water damage or replace your roofing

Bruce Green
Butichng Contractors, Inc.
FREE Estimates: 7534343

STORM DAMAGE??
Exterior Construction and
Repairs - Roofing - Siding
No Job Too Small

Services
Morel
Al Al A TREE SERVICE
hedge unstring lancfscap
Iry mulching & mutat haul
yryg weer cleaning Clean
up sink garbage Odd sobs
moving
aiso Al house
Free easiness Tint Lamb
436-5744,

TUESDAY

JUNI 13. 1996

111M-sems..

11

SACKHOE SE RviCE
SAINT au.114 wpm ewe
ineaseelion new repeace
mem 754 1515
IACKHOE Service ROY
Hill Sepia system drw•
is00 hauling *ovules:me
Ste 750 4464

sAckNot sorrow

wound hosing mow
tree work iunk dean
cleaning out gutters
436 2967

ALL carpentry 15yrs (up
foundstions stabs Weer
Wks driveways buildings
remodeling news AGC
°WNW 489 2214
ALL. plumes of tree ciwe
maintenance including let
blizaeon pesecidiseon &
storm damage repair by
The Professional John
Bove( Call 436 5334
ANTIQUE refinishing fur
future repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory vaned by 3 NO
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Asa
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455

LAKE BroMers roe Si•
vice SO: 436544
LAMB S Tree Service trwr
alivaning a rorno..1 Piaa
ia Pao
ono fat 436

100
BOATS lot rent
rams and 'wads also weary
trailers 763 3547

LAWNS
(SO: '5,9 3113

808 S Pkimbng &PAIL*
Inatiatdon and repast al
work guaranteed
763 1134 or 436 5432

LES*A4S Estes.df Largo. y
Nausea rnatade hs., -is
sins, 0,...,A•nis
Of..4.1%
Ft's 5 bodeeAllki bee %fob
matte 502736a,k

BUSHHOGG1NG Gardens
Poured &Med *noway,
1.4,11 Jones
graded
437 4030

LICENSED tor ewe.. sal
91111 753 '203

BUSHHOGGING blade
work. lawn mooring & wee
deetrig 489 2077
CARPORTS for cars and
trucas Savoie same tor
motor home boob RVs
and ste Eioellwe prolsk
bon high quai,ty escollen4
value 140y HA 75e 4664

LAWN:am newenia& vim...0 436 25.7111

MB GENERAL CON
ISAMU
ST RUC TION
u
NAkICE carpentrv gmb,
rrvg eirklr.cai sidang
m• a
ap
(502,436 28.9
modem Dia'
1.1000V S rno.ve. 44.6,
p.ch up and Cluv ••',
75.3 56641
MULCH droweied
area 436 556C

A ¶ Tree professionals
Slump removal iree spray
ing serving Murray Colo
way County since 1990
Free oatmeal's 436 2247
CHUM Chins Chlien•y
or 492 8737
Sweeps has 10% senior
mow
A and A Lambs lawn
Dozen discounts We tea
wig. light hauling tree trirn channel, cape and autism
nerva Mork 436 2528
436 4191

ALL
ing
up
Joe

aUTCHEN CA8414 T RI
FACING Marie yew 0.3
nee again with F(arnica Au
C0401111 flee Wit ,,Ait•t.
*JP Aiecke.•••• 14...• a
KY 434 S564

cam
polo Mundisaone spoor
*retools R H hisebe Con
*tycoon PV\One 492 sdia
pager 7$2 7221

C.ARR011 S Custom gar
Akan tiling grader blade
prom Wan hogging ioa
•stiMet•11
free
502 492 8622

ALCOA vinyl siding & trim
Replacement *endows BA
Speed 492 8103

9

COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offices
Wulff s Recovery Marra!
436 5560
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
pieta enstalaeon and SW
Call Gary at
vice
759 4754

es! •
PA NT/NC,
apes or Nane aipar taw
•st,fnatas Ca
436 503:
PANTING, • diaia•tag
20yrs•iperienice too awe
our% Angola Monomsos
437 4706
PLuMBING repairman w•tr
a
**Me day aors,c4r
436 5255
ROCKY CONIOn home
par punting roofing so
wig & addiborvit Al ty‘ki
home & ma.. home ,e
pair Firy• •st
474 2307

ROOFING and paintiag
invent sweep irk 25y.s
CUSTOM DUI:bring and •vieimam 105.
1 '
'
senior citrons 4'4:
beckhoe work septic sys
was 35.4 8161 alter 4pm
SEAMLESS gutters •
Horace Shofar
stalled residentiai or corn
small mercia Serval Gutter Co
CUSTOM Wang
7536433
bush honing 489 2995
DAVID S cleaning ser
vices We dean wiry Pica
drove ways sidewalks mo
tele homes RV 7594734
DRYWALL finishing re
pars additions and blow
ing ceilings 7534761
EXPERIENCED rooter
tree estimates cal Deed
527 3500

GERALD WALTERS is
APPLIANCE SERVICE
back Vinyl siding painong
Kenmore Westinghouse decks additions rooting
Whirlpool 30• years ex 20yrs experience tree est
BOBBY
p•rienc•
maws 753 2592
HOPPER. 436 5848

CLASSIFIED

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal insured witt, tul
in. of equipment s'..
timates Day or niea
753 548,4
THE Gunge Co Sewnexat
aluminum gutiws varlet/
Laciensed ,n
of colon
cured Eternise, woulatis
750 4690
TODD Roofing Mee ma
maim Cal 492 6657 day
or night
WiNDOW & door repair It
replacement 759 1799
WOOD VCR repairing
vcr s camcorders micro
wave* Mon Fn9 12 1 5
Irmo estimates 753 0530

40 Years Experience
170

Free Estimates

320
apartments
For Rent
1.2,3BD apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
75 3 - 1 2 5 2
pets.
days,753-0606 after 5pm.
1913 W1SWELL Rd., extra
large luxury 2br apt, central gas h/a, appliances
furnished, no pets, lease &
deposit required Call
75a-7185.

MURRAY Manor Apart
ments now accepting applications for 1-2br apartments. Apply in person
1 30pm-4pm, Mon-Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr
NICE 3br apt central h/a.
located on campus, closer
walk than dorms to MSU,
very, very low takes, 2
people $400/mo. 3 people
$450/mo 753-2339 or
753-8767

NOW taking applications
for Section Blow rent hous
mg Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, be
1BR duplex on Hwy 290. tween 8am I 2noon No
energy effiaent No pets. phone calls please Equal
$285/mo *deposit. Housing Opportunity
753-8848 before 9pm.
PASTURE & barn space
1BR furnished apt., included with furnished 1br
$195/mo available now. apt . utilities included,
water paid, no pets $350/mo 435-4236, week753-5980. after 5pm days 753-0732
753-1203
TOWER Apts now renting.
1BR furnished apt
$185/mo, no pets
6200/mo plus deposit, no 753-8848, 753-6546 before
pets. Hwy 121 at the fair- 8pm
grounds 753.3139
1BR available July 1st, central tea, w/d hook-up, no
pets, $235/mo, references
& deposit 753-3949

CE
LE

-1 of
'our
wise
y at
may
,ney
are!

rrE

1BR low utilities referRooms
ences & deposit required,
For Rent
available July 1st, no pets.
/195mo 753-3949
ROOM for rent. washer/
1BR nice available now dryer, kitchen access
Coleman RE 753 9898
753-7115

430

Real
Estate
HALEY Appraisal Service
Bob Haley state- certified
Call 489-2266
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of seeingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
MUR CAL Realty professional real estate manage
ment. residential. commercial (allow us to handle your
real estate headaches) A
cost cutting occupancy urn
proving move 753•4444
TAKE a look make an offer,
2br lake property Wilson
Realty 121 South Call
753-5086
415

Lake
Property
BEAUTIFUL wooded lake
front lot, deep year around
water, installed water line
restricted subdivision.
dose to Murray 759-4410

Lets
For Sate
2 LOTS in Preston Heights
al utilities available IP size
103x230 each 7539741

99
Ky.

4 CONNECTING lots lo
cased in Crappie Hollow
Prices range from $800 to
$500 901 648 5907
BAYWOOD Vista mar lot.
$1.950 easy terms
759-1922

Itic S.

Woos

10 for
net a
kage
Aar'.

55,900 is your ticket to an unbelievable
1555 sq. ft. BRICK home. Three bedrooms, 2 full baths, 28' great room,eat-an
kitchen, large master suite, vaulted ceiling,fireplace,central heat lc air and many
more ameriahes. Custom built on crawl
space. Garage, basement and other options available

* CYLOR
BUILDING
CORPORATION

New Offense
nes
Meory-Biall
Grease,
4.1i Fee Druids

of America
awe
WOO Peeler
el Geer

Model Available: 502-554-3267
Or 24 Fir/Day Call 1100410-31102

BEAUTIFUL flat lot all
underground city utilises IP
cksling gas IASI available
lot in Preston Heights lo
caned behind Gatesbor
with $13900 753-2339
NCO large lot 110'217 in
NM subdivision, neat to
Oaks Country Club
753 5691

Free
Fee Sale
33 ACRES stocked lake
fenced pasture grew,
house 1400 3br mobile
home Coleman Reel Es
tam 7539.98

Motorcycles
19431 GL-500 Silvenvng
new rear tire, new windshield road ready. $1295
753-0331

1•ArsrESDAV. Jl

"Ouick & Pointless
Automotive Dent Removal"

1982 KAWASAKI 1000
LTD, 9,600 miles, $1,900
759-1807 or
obo
474-8325, Dan
1985 HONDA Elite scooter,
250cc. tow mileage very
good condition, $950
or
75 3 • 1 2 1 7
901-232 8255
1991 HONDA Goldwing
1500 SE garage kept
18.XXX miles, very nice
bike Call for details
759-2473

Hail Damage, Door Dings
Other Minor Dents
Removed,
Mobile Service Available

BILLY MORTON
310 North 4th St., Murray, KY 42071

502-753-8333

ODIEIROWS
1982 CHEVY Caprice,
$800 obo 759 1807 or
474-8325. Dan

CUSTOM Walla CASINETS
CUSTOM woriererceiutio

1986 BMW 325ES, excelCall
lent condition
753-6669

Custom Woodworking
and
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

1986 DODGE Charger 22
753 5380

• Drop Ely iid See Our Snowoom •
ale 111011.10, • llerrat Martina larva @nom
753-5940

1987 PLYMOUTH sundance. 96.XXX moles, good
condition CaN 753-4419 after 5pm
1988 BUICK Regal
753 2212 after 5pm.
753 6808 before 5pm
1988 LINCOLN Town car
condition
good
502 492 6358
198$ OLDS Does es
113xxx mass. now imams
won (warranty). $4600
759 2386 or 792-4797
1989 PONTIAC Grand Prix
2dr automatic with air
gr•y wheels sharp
435 4294 shoe iSpen
1990 GRAND AM red 20.
4cyl as
as, cosset* ex
°ellen. condition. 90i0(X
mass 750 2088
1990 UNCOLN Consoler
tat 74.XXX miles
753 2016
1991 MAXIMA SE Ws. pew
Bose airvibvi demo with
tape black with . black
deem, interior, $11.$96
753 44445
1991 NISSAN Maxima
60K excellent condemn
loaded 602 247 3966

HOROSCOPES

Call Maurice
502-354-9537 or 502-362-7685

Al Typos 01.

IP1111111'--4-

oat soya .„))0Br(we
Free Estrus
24 Fixt Su
Val *en
Vat Tomo;

Tree Tram;
Tree fier0111
Uniscim;

Tree Service c**0 sr"2
141HaAn;
My
TIM
°ponied
LAMB

Ottn8OA
Licensed 3 insurocl

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262
CONCRETE REPAIR
Crooke In Driveways
Walkways Palos Garvin
Evanson Jorits %placed
Walerprocing
AN alb 10 Yee Wantrry

1-800-700-9464
Free Estorrialos
Gen Anytime • Local References

CO
we. len
Serving Western Ky and Woo Tenn

14. 1995

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF 14)1 R LIFE:
sritisal neiments is
I Ictibilits
sour kes to safe passage CUrb J
tenderx s to be over's insistent Bet
ier oil:am/anon of s. our time and
work viii mean higher profits by
late fall Do not alloy, romantic
problems to interfere with work
Once 1996 gets uncicav•as MAITIAge
ail' enjoy more fasorable influ
crises You and a loved ore- agree to
try again Sive money for a %as.anon
for two.
CELEBRITIES 11()RNi
'THIS DATE: tennis star Steil!
(ref, rocker Boy Setirge. real estate
magnate Donald Trump. actress
Marla('ebbs
ARIES (March 21 April 19,
lausirating details and unfinished
business claim sour attention Do
not neglect to use tact when making
factual presentation Proper!),
repairs and do 11 -yourself projects
(men favorable influences
TAI RI S I Apnl 20 Ma!, 201 A
friend or business connection pro
sides sou with valuable psychology
sal insights or antstic inspiration
the fog clears Stop trying to belay
the inevitable Clean your house
after getting rid of unwanted clutter
iNias 21 June 20a
Ans differences with higher ups or
co workers can be satisfactorily
resolved through ()pen. honest talks
Listen to a subordinate% innovative
ideas Romantic lose plass an
ins.reasingls important role in your
life
CA‘CF.9 (lune 2l -July 22)
s•ess goals. hopes and ambstourn are
emphasized Someone sends you
encouraging signals. New emerpzis
es and group activities are favored
Take advantage of a stroke of luck
Regular exercise and a healthy diet
are essential
LE()(July 21•Aug 22, Joint
finances arc discussed today. Be
willing to make inielligent coaneaskins. A budget revision puts things
in clearer perspective You may get
a chance to rejuvenate a business or

I,
fria I in
pra pones
‘1191.1) .11a. 2 • Si v.
,L11,1
,111.
1 our role at
•,
now Be iJreful 1101 !..
••
hard cv uwl IMAM IJI Finn. if ,
II% ing is on the fist'
prik tic al side
ii.:
1.111111 Sep!
,,•"
complencre in.. oast-dense. giving %11(1
,ie, ,
boost lalk. arc hcin).!
sams are being rm.& IN. 114 .1 It.' I.,:
diness spoil sour (- scion): ',Lin ,
Romans(' thrice. iiri
\
: ssia. 21
ar'()14ei() I(
,•s
good day to hanillr rap,
design pro)el. Is and ,1.11)1.1..1 , tr Yr
lake Jti
•pondent A'
approach to temporarv
Writing projects cnp,
able influences .1 \tea ial Ailt4
could he puhlislied Itiuhl sav
SA(;ITTARII 5 5w. ::
21i
applies ii!• torl)orloe
ready to make Minle 1. flange., III NO
personal lOir professional lac Ni
financial gains are noted 1.mi...hi
someone who cares (kepi%
I. now
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191 Examine sour eating .ukl \liar
mg pattern% if feeling tired anti \lin:
grsh You ma) he using to dr, tiv,
mush at work Learn to delegate
Iss-urportant tasks An artistic pro
teuch
require your personal
wiljest

AQUARIUS I fan 20 i-eb 1k,
Go forth with confidence An oral
presentation should he well received
today. A romantic streak may have
you viewing someone through rose
colored glasses. Someone who
employs finery could he secretly
working againel you
PISCES (Feb. 19-klarch 20)
Domestic matters we in the spotlight
now Conflicts could arise between
your family life and professional
activities Re-evaluate your priorities. If you must make a public
appearance tonight, dress to
impress.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are quick learners. good at adapting to changing sirs timstal10111. losionative and energeoc, these youngsters often prefer
play ing rwetend" to pleying with loy. An early interest in hooks and MAUI
in
should he gently awloned Al school. these Gemini will probably excel
both geography and social studies. They are fascinated by the way other
people live' The ideal fob will include occasional travel to erotic kicales
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DEAK DK (OTT Please discuss
osteoporosis %her numerous tnevhca
loos changes ms doctor pot a. os
aspensise drugs that I sill probohis
heor to Labe for the rest ilf nis hie Doi
hese an allensabers'
DEAR Kt:AIM( osteoporosis
to loss
tentLienesa 01 bones Jrd
of cakium This lead. to bonr• that
Weak easin ewe-saga in the Pup and
spine
%us rontagfused to be • maps psibto
health problem osteoporosis has led
inatia researchers to imedigate the rea
Ions kit the disorder and to dewlap flea
treatment strategies ks art aii the
answers are not in but !Ms much is
anoint
Osteoporosis is in the main • dis
ease of the elderls. cftefl. somen
Calcium loss from bone at crierate.
after menopause Those people oho
enter old age sith strong bones
because of Pugh calcium intake in their
youths it born genetic factors or both
tend to sale fesere fractures
Also *eight bearing eserese walking
and nannana, 4ipeari to retard bone cal
man loss l'Inalfa hormone uipplement•
lessen the sevent• of osteoporosis

Tea yaws ago
Radioed K Boyd. chlorines of
board al Detectors of Kentucky
Clumnber of Caneserte. spoke at
graduation ceremonies for
1984-15 Leadership Murray
Class Dr Lancuc Thurman is
eac.ouse duck tut of Leadership
Murray and Sid Easky is president ol Murray -Calloway Count)
Chamber of Commerce.
Christie Bell. Cindy Spann.
Pam Prescott and Hope Hargrove
woo superlauve shooting awards
at Murray High School Lady
Tiger Basketball Camp.
Dana Lynn Hoke and Rick)
Lynn Sheridan were married
April 12 at Scow Grove Baptist
Church.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Brawn. June
/. a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Keith
Foster and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Phillip Hocking. June 8; a girl to
Mr and Mrs. Shirrcll Massey.
June 9.
enty years ago
Otis Anderson, Warren Hale
and Barry Hill of Murray Street
Department arc pictured working
on sick walk construction at South

•eakeserblea peel few/womb/I
oda sielomparono or • tames laelerk el
the disorder
• Other drugs ...ct a. I mentiorird
alms? Inas be prescribed .n Joins/tug
cases
To maser ..5555 question
ou could be helped ba inespensise
estrogen supplements %al auto doctor
about !Ala
To gne .ou inure inbormation I am
sending aoi.• frer viva tit ma Health
Report -Osteoporosis tither readers
•fio mould like a caps should send V
plus a long self addressed stamped
erne-lope to PO Bus :411 \re ork
\1 10144 Ile sure to mention the title

Tbrellare ata, Abillentar• r•
yr rooms smear& to drwi
quantstars al samodard aldb 4 Nov these
women root* arrafipsuse the. •Ilieseed
be coasibered to be caisdidates for
reervelre replacesnest sawn is sale
and inesproistor Sort theraps is par
tanalarl, appropnofir ii three is •tannin
fosters of usteuporusi• itt mother•
aunts ur lusters
Other prescription drugs sash ••
caketonin and etsdninate sloe t atrium
depletion from bones and are used in
seircled installs-es natabta in the pres
encl. of pain from inoih fractures in
the spoor
nteopurous is diagnosed ba X raa•
and •spessal test relied bone denut.
messLUTITWIIt
Its a general recnitimendation &tattle-. suggest these steps
• The eiderta should take t •It Juni
supplements I Outi to 2 000 milligrano
There are
a dila eking with .itanun
males of these products and the are
without•prescription
••
• Old folks should attempt to toter
case regialarl)
• Smoking should be stopped
brcause ii appears to accelerate rain
urn deplete,in
• II
supplements should be
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. June 13, the 164th day of 1995. There are 201
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 13. 1966. the U.S. Supreme Court issued its landmark
"Miranda vs. Arizona" decision, ruling that criminal suspects have to
be informed of their constitutional rights prior to questioning by
police.
On this date:
In 1971, The Ncw York Times began publishing the "Pentagon
Papers," a secret study of America's involvement in Victnam.
In 1977, James Earl Ray. the convicted assassin of civil rights leader Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., was recaptured following his escape
three days earlier from a Tennessee prison.
Five years ago: Secretary of State James A. Baker III, testifying
before the House Foreign Affairs Committee, urged Israel to accept a
U.S. plan for peace talks. (Baker gave out the telephone number for
the White House switchboard, telling the Israelis publicly, "When
you're serious about this, call us.")
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Sixth and Elm Sweets is a photograph by Staff Photographer
Dit.id Hill
A feature story about Becky
Miller. purchasing agent for
Murray -Calloway Comely Hooptal is published. The story was
written by Nano Peterson. public
relations director for Calloway
County
Births reported Include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Colson,
May 27, a girl to Mr. and Mn.
Herbert Boyle. May 28; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Cates and a
girl to Mr. and Mn. Bill L.
Stockwell, May 31.
Mrs. Garton Hutson, Mrs. Max
Parks and Mrs. Raymond Story
are new officers of South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club.
Thirty years ago
Perry Harrison, local Jersey
breeder. exhibited the top threeyear-old cow at Kentucky
National Invitational Jersey Show
and Sale at Louisville.
Neva Scull, Sharon Colson and
David Graham. all of Calloway
County, are pictured at the 10th
annual 4-H Regional Resource
Development Conference at Fon-
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South dealer
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•5
J 94
•7 6 5 32
4 A Q 102
EAST
WEST
Ifit4624E.
J 106
Q
•
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4
7
9
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Q6 2
SME KA5 TO
• 108
sTilv ovEit oP4 • K Q
+97
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SOUTH
So tu( COULD
ErET ThE
•A 2

point.
South reachesfive clubs asshown
and Westleads the king ofdiamonds.
If South takes the king with the ace,
he ultimately goes down one. Whenever he returns a diamond, West
wins with the jack and shifts to a low
heart. East's king forces the ace and
declarer winds up losing two diamonds and a heart.
But if South ducks the diamond
king at trick one, he makes the contract regardless of what West plays

CHEAP RATE

Suppose West continues with a
diamond. Declarer takes his ace,
draws trumps and plays a third diamond. Dummy's remaining diamonds thus become established and
easily take care of South's heart
loser.
Or let's suppose West shifts to a
low heart at trick two. Declarer wins
East's king with the ace, draws
trumps and returns the ten ofhearts.
This establishes dummy's jack of
hearts as a trick, and South avoids a
diamond loser by discarding his diamond nine on the heart jack.
There is no risk attached to ducking the diamond king. Even if West
has the K-Q-J-10 of diamonds, it
makes no difference whether or not
East ruffs a diamond at trick two.
Either way,South cannot be stopped
from establishing dummy's fifth diamond as a trick.

r

V A 10
• A 94

t

4 K .1 8653
The bidding:
North. East
South West
24
2+
14
1
Pass
Pass
4•
3 NT
5 41
Opening lead — king of diamonds.

FOR ItE 17FR •r FOR WOW•I

In notrump play, declarer frequently refu.ses to win the opening
lead even though he has the ace.
This refusal to win the trick, called
a hold-up play,generallv occurs when
declarer is under attack in a suit
where he is relatively weak. The
purpose of the hold-up is to interfere
with enemy communications.
The hold-up occurs much less
frequently in suit play, but it can be
just as effective as the hold-up in
notrump play. Here is a case in
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MALIARD FILLMORE

I Flap
4 — Rose Lee
9 — and arrow
12 That woman
13 Wardrobe
size
14 Gums
15 Obeteratior
1 7 Behind
'9 Appearance
O Spoiled child
21 Island of
exile
23 Most
ridiculous
27'-- Children
29 Jacket and
trousers
30
Cummings

31 "Norma -'
32 Devoured
34 Make into
leather
35 SW state
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36 Become
boring
37 Elliott —
39 Bettertasting
42 Smaller
amount
43 Part of brain
44 Glazes
46 — -Saxon
48 Andes
country
51 -- Costello
52 Abalone
54 Actor Vigoda
55 Mimic
56 Small ridge
57 Kennel
sound

DOWN
Lion
King? — ungus
1

(airline)
3 Briar
4 Paste
5 Tales

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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6-130 1995 United Feature Syndicate
6 Before
(prefix)
7 Gilbert ID
8 Cott
9 Small mesa
10 Cornda cheer

MEM =MEM MEM
MEM MEM MEM
NEMO= MMINIIM
NM= MINI
ddlIM MINIMMINIM
MEM ME= 1111
MINI MOM WM
WM MUM MM.
•••
••••• ME=
MINIM did=
ddUUMEMININd
MEM NM= MIN
MEM MOM MOM

11 Armed
COnf11C1
16 Old name for
Thailand
18 — accompli
Velvet'
20
21 Merits
22 South
Amencan
animal
24 Tropical
basket fiber
25 Fastens
26 Cares for
28 Aknanac
33 Inter—
among others
34 Monday's
follower
36 Canvass
39 °onus of
trees
of
40 Indaihnaie
41 Kiiehan
tamed
45 How ringla4
46 — — car*
47 M-0 linkup
48 Large bird
49 Kimono sash
SO Corded clolh
53 Doctors mat

Latta Village Ressort. North
Catalans
College Presbyteries Chuck
will &music a mew as conduit:tau% matt at services on Sunday.
according to the Rev Henry
McKenzie. pastor.
Mildred Rogers Mahan, formerly of Lynn Grove, has been
appointed as County Home Economics Agent for Mostcalm
County, East Lansing. Mich., of
the Michigan State University
Cooperative Extenston Service.
Forty years ago
Army Pfc. Dan K. Taylor and
Army Pfc. Heyward Roberts are
serving with 25th Infantry Division in Hawaii. Taylor is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. John Tom Taylor
and Roberts is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. E.S. Roberts.
Don Collins, local Jaycee
Teen-age Driving contest winner,
placed third in the state contest
held at Harrodsburg June 11. He
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Collins.
Alfred Lindsey presented a
special program at a meeting of
Murray Rotary Club held at Murray Woman's Club House.
Naomi June Barnett and Charles R. Magness were married
June 5 at First Christian Church.

DEAR ABBY: My husband and 1
have grown apart, literally.'Frank"
has gained about 100 pounds since
we married 15 years ago. He no
longer participates in the activities
that our two sons and I enjoy, such
as hiking, biking, tennis, baseball
and swimming. He won't even go to
the beach.
He gets winded just walking up
a flight of stairs. Frank will find
any excuse just to get out of doing
the most routine chores around the
house. Consequently, I do all the
work while he sits in his chair with
the'remote* in his hand.
He has a good job, which he considers his contribution to our marriage.
He usually falls asleep right
after dinner. We no longer sleep
together because he snores and
kicks. No amount of subtle hints or
nagging has been successful in
effecting any change. Frank and I
separated once two years ago, but I
took him back because I felt sorryfor him.
I am not sure if I want a divorce,
but I want my children to be raised
in a healthy atmosphere with positive role models, and I have lost my
respect for him. He smokes (at
work)and has a history of heart disease. He has no health insurance or
life insurance.
I should probably leave him, but
I have neither the guts nor the
money. I need your objective reply.
UNHAPPY AND INDECISIVE
DEAR UNHAPPY AND INDECISIVE: You must make your
husband understand how his
weight and self-destructive
behavior are affecting you and
his sons. You will need the cooperation of his physician, whom
he probably hasn't seen in
years. Arrange an appointment
for a complete physical. Alert
his doctor beforehand to stress
the danger of continuing his
present lifestyle.
If Frank doesn't shape up,
waste no time in preparing to
support yourself and the boys
should the need arise. It may be
sooner than you think.
S's

DEAR ABBY: I have a suggestion for a baby shower for a second
or third baby.
For my second baby, each guest
brought a home-cooked meal, which
I promptly put in my freezer. Abby,
these meals provided me and my
family with dinners for four weeks
following the birth of my baby.
I cannot tell you how handy it
was to be free from worry about
what to have for dinner during that
first month.
Every new mom and dad would
be thrilled with such a gift. Pass
this along to your readers.
NICOLE ANDREWS,
SACRAMENTO,CALIF.
DEAR NICOLE: Thanks for a
great idea. It's food for thought.
(Sorry, I couldn't resist.)
•••

DEAR ABBY Regarding baldness:
Some people say that a man who
is bald in front is a lover. If he's
bald in back, he's a thinker. If he's
bald all over, he thinks he's a lover.
NOT BALD IN GULFPORT,FLA.
• ••
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Top to Bottom:
Roger & Taylor Owen Hale
Adam, Whitney & Sydney Carver
Dan & Logan Foster
Terry & Lee Ann Orr
Ken, Kris, Korey & Kayla Andrus
Tim & Aaron Cook
Greg, Matthew & Blake McReynolds
Wish All Dads A
"Happy Father's Day!"

One reason why I love my dad
is that he taught me how to fish.
The first word that I ever said was
daddy. When I was 8, my dad
bought me a gun and taught me
bow to shoot. He always takes me
to exciting places with him. When
OW family goes on vacation, he
takes us to great places. Thanks to
my dad, I now play lots of sports.
We have lots of pets and my dad
bought them all. On a sunny day
my dad and! nde horses together.
On special occasions, be takes me
to basketball games. These are just
a few of the reasons why I love my
dad
Josh Bybee
I love my dad because he loves
me and he takes care of me and is
nke My dad is a Baptist Stutcd
worked and he goes on trips
sornumes. I get to go on the trips.
tic will buy stuff for me. Daddy
takes me to restaurants, movies.
pool and park, takes me to the
farm, fishing and church. We
v.rstk and tickles me. He makes
great pancakes. We cook and
make messes. He brings me to
school. Daddy help me with my
homework. Daddy makes me fell
good We do put/es together
Daddy sings good and everybody
likes it so he goes place more. I am

One reason I love my daddy is
because he loves me. Another
reason I love my daddy is because
he makes me feel special by taking
me to Murray State ballgarries,
and gives me money just becAusr
he loves me. He's special too. I
love my daddy because we play
games together, he's nice to me,
we spend time together, his birthday is the day after mine and he
helps me with soccer.
Angela Earwood
The reason I love my dad is he
really loves me and would never
give me up for any thing in the
world. My dad and I do everything
together, for instant he takes me to
church, to ballgarnes, and teaches
me to play different sports. My
dad coaches all my balltearns. My
dad taught me everything I know.
He takes care of me so that's why
he's the best dad in the world. He
tries to be perfect but he can't
because no one can. He bngthens
up my day when lam down in the
dumps.
Brandon Steele

me the things I want, he lets me
stay up late, he is a good cook,and
he takes me on trips like Disney
world. I also love my Dad because
he is excied when I come I see
him, he takes me to the batting
cages,he is nice to me,he takes me
places, and he loves me.
Larisa Hopkins
I love my dad because he takes
me every where for example last
summer my dad took me to a go
can track. I had a lot of fun.
Drew Jonas
I love my daddy because he
helps me do everything like he
taught me how to fly a plane. You
see he was in the United States Air
Force and he flew a F1-11 Avoc in
Vietnam. He wasn't killed. I almost took us down to the ground
in the airplane.
He also taught me how to
respect others and be responsible
for whatever I do. He also taught
me how to be a very very good
goal y and play basketball, tennis,
football and fish and baseball and
archerie, golf and pray to God.
That is why I love my Dad a lot!!
Sean Covington

care of me,he tucks me in bed and
says good night. He gets me up in
the morning and gets me ready to
go to school. He also buys me toys
that! want and sometimes he lets
me go where! want to go. The
BIG thing! love him for letting me
drive in my yard with him.
Meghan Murdock

the place where there wasn't a
bridge and we would drive
through the water. We drove a 89
Dodge Power Wagon through the
deep water and believe it or not!
don't think we ever got stuck. My
dad is a very, very, very special
person in my life. He bought rne
my first basketball and goal. He
taught me to be loyal, honest, and
Hi! My name is Seth Barrow. caring. He told me everything I
I'm going to tell you about why! need to know about hunting, melove my dad,David Barrow.I love canicing and sports. I love him.
my dad because he loves me too. I He's my dad!
also love my dad because he Jeremy Phillips
teaches me many things like how
to drive a three wheeler and a
I love my dad because helps me
gocart and teaches me how to fix when I'm
hurt. He shows me how
anything. My dad was always to do a lot a neat
tings and takes me
there for me. He's my role model.!
to neat places. He kisses me and
hope I grow up and have a kid.
hugs me. My dad tells me about
Maybe I'll be his role model.
things that happend when he was
Seth Barrow
young. My dad makes me laugh a
lot. My dad helps me learn a lot of
I love my dad because he loves things like how to swim, fix
me. He teaches me how to do things, Math,and makeing stuff. I
stuff. He's a cool dad. He drives Love my dad and he loves me and
the 4-wheeler and my dog,Goldie, that's why I love him.
tries to catch up with us but dad Dawn Garner
puts it in 4th gear and Goldie is
long gone. My wonderful dad is
I love my dad because he loves
the best dad in the world. He
doesn't have one of those shirts or me and he takes me places and he
hats but he doesn't need one to plays Baseball with me and signs
prove that he's the best dacl either.
Steve, my dad, use to take me to
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I love my dad because dads can
do all of the hard work that moms
can't. Dads are fun to help outside.
You can have fun withthem inside
as well as outside. Dads can build
you tree houses, sand boxes, and
play houses. They love us very
much too. Dads do a lot of stuff
for us.
Brittany Roach
I love my dad because he is nice
to me and he takes care of me. If
he did not take care of me I would
be a whole different person and I
would not like to be a different
person because I like myself right
now.
Kayla Cooper

1

I love my dad because he is kind
of famous. His job is VicePresadent of the Univeretie. My
dad gives me lunch money in the
morning He comes to eat lunch
with me. My dad reads my
spelling story and helps me comet
it. I love my dad a lot.
Patrick Fitzgibbon
I love my dad because he buys
my school stuff. He builds my
bother's and my bulb hose. He
tucks me in my bed when it is time.
He takes care of me when I am
sick.
Sarah Bond
I love my dad because he is
special to me and because he loves
me and takes care of me. I also
love my dad because he is part of
my family and I love him

Lyndsi Keel
I love my dad because he loves
me too. He is the best dad in the
whole wide world.
He always lets me get candy
when we go to the store. He lets
me ride my like to my aunts house
and they live a mile away from
me.
Jessi Hargrove
I love my dad because he loves
me. I love him because he takes
me special places, makes me special things and gets me special
things.
I love him because he teaches
me things and tell's me he's proud
of me when I do good in school.
Amanda Marie Ferguson
I love my dad because he loves
me. That is very special. I help
my dad work outside and inside. I
help do alot of things with my dad.
I like to help with my dad. My dad
likes to help me when I am
working. I like to help him and he
likes to help me. We help each
other when we need help. I love
my dad very much. He loves me
too.
Jenny Gingles
I love my dad because he got mc
a rabbit. I have to keep my rabbit
dog. My dad build a cage for it. I
love my dad a hole bunch. My dad
told me he would take me to
chuckey chees.
Tonya Duncan

I love my dad because he plays
basketball with me. He teaches
mc how to shoot also.
I love my dad because he lets
me go places with him.
I love my dad because he loves
mc.
John Lee Fisher
I love my dad because he loves
me. I also love my dad because he
takes care of me. I also love my
dad because god made dads to
love there chiled.
Matthew Vance

Father's Day Letters from Lee Pinkston's
Class in Today's Ledger.

TAKE1ME FOR
't)Vw

Father•s 1).o, is that
special time of e.it ‘Ac set
aside to sax, — hanks,
Dad- the rieatt..st
Rut %on don't tio“.- to %s alt
till Father's 1).i% to tell %out

I love my dad because he would
take me to the park and he would
take me to Pizza Hut and then we
would go home.
Richard Hathaway

dad %oil love hull
kno‘k sou care

• See

Page 10

I

e:

him

3 scar.

I love my dad because he loves
mc and he is the only one I have.
He is nice and loel.
Sarah Futrell
I love my dad becua.se he gives
me stuff I need. He gave me kxs of
candy for easter.
Chris Bartlett
I love my dad because he takes
me fishing and hiking and many
other things. He helps me put
things in order and helps mc catch
snakes. My dad builds things for
me and gets me a lot of stuff. But
most of all I love my dad because
hes my dad.
Robbie Hopkins

3
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J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd Street

Murray

753-2411

Happy Father's Day
from
Your Local Marble Manufacturer

Ii
• Marble
• Mirrors and
•Ceramic Tile

Augusta National

1

Showroom Open Monday-Friday 8:00-4:30
"Quality That Will Please"

T

HORNTON

Desert Mountain

GOLF MINIATURES
and other fine Father's Day gifts!
You will find one of golf's ultimate
collectibles in this 9_I 12" miniature
grouping offour of the most beautiful
golf courses in America. This is a
must for anyone who lopes the game
of golf.

Cypress Point

Muirfield Village

ILE & MARBLE

612 So. 9th

"The !tome of the Ultimate

Eit.•759-5719

441011FAMPFAVIVALIIrAlegrAVIIA.

4111,

in Custolli

Framing"

301 N. 12th St. • University Square • 759-1019

31:
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•

•
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Kandi Dawson's Class
I love my dad because he takes
me places like the park to play
Basket-ball or Base-ball. He buys
me close. He buys my sports stuff.
He takes me inside where he
works and he makes me feel warm
inside. He helps me with my
homework a lot. He buys most of
my Christmas presents.
Dominique Hudspeth

Pop for a
new Chaise
Recliner
for Dad!
Thurman's
makes it
easy
with savings
of up to

I love my dad because I think
he's the best griller in the world.
He's never too hard on you. Sometimes, he even helps you with
school projects. He takes you
places with him. He lets you go
shopping with him. He's funny,
cool,and boy is he handsome! He
helps you with spots. He comes to
your games when he can. I love

the way he yells when he's mad at
us. I also like the way he mumbles
when he gets mad at my morn. My
dads name is Ronnie Gibson,and I
think he's the best dad in the
world!
Shanna Gibson
Dear Daddy,
I love you so much because

FATHER'S
DAY SALE

'DALLAS" RECLINA-REST' CHAISE RECLINER
Big on comfort, every inch of this transitionally
styled chaise recliner is proportioned for
soothing relaxation. Generously scaled and
featuring a channel stitched bustle back,
pillow arms and a chaise pod seat that
reclines to one continuous surface.

(
r1urman furniture
208 E. Main St.

I love my dad because: He's
always there for me, he's nice to
me,he never forgets birthdays, he
works very hard, he's a nice
person,he the best dad there is, my
dad is very special, that's why I
love my dad.
Shona Edwards
I love my dad because he takes
me to basketball. I love my dad
because he plays football with me
in my back yard. He practices
things with me. He takes me to the
golf course. He takes me to
school. He picks me up from
school. He takes me on trips. He
gets me things for my birthday and
comes to my birthdays. He takes
me to get super. He gets candy for
me. That's why I love my dad.
Katie Wagoner

40°/• off.

'299

your always concerned about me,
your proud of me when do something good, your very funny and
you always make me laugh, you
make neat stuff with wood, you
are a friend to me, because you
love me, you take me to places!
want to go, you buy nice stuff for
me,your always there when I need
you, and because your misting,
sometimes your grumpy, your
kind to everybody, your always
glad to see me when Fm glad to see
you, you tuck me in to bed at
night, when I'm scared you come
lay in my bed with me, in the
mornings sometimes you let me
go to McDonald's with you, when
I'm sick you go get my medicine
and juice, to all of my questions in
the world you have answers and
because your my one and only
dad.
Haley Hart

753-4834

I like my dad because he let's
me take care of pets. He lets me
have candy. He plays games with
me. My dad disciplines me if I do
wrong. My dad helps me do
things. He listens when I speak.
My dad takes me to basketball
games. He takes me to Taco Bell.
Me dad helps me with homework
and school projects. My dad
worts on math skills with me. My
dad is very nice.
Charlie Adams
I love my dad because when my
room is a mess sometimes he helps
me clean my room. My dad takes
me places when he has the time.
When my moms not home he
makes gem food. My Dad help
me whets I seed him. He lets me go
to my friends house all the time.
My Dads really cool when its hot.
He dives a rod Trans A.M. When
it's hot he gives us a ride in his new
car. My dads really funny. He
buys you really neat stuff for
holidays.
Lauren Clemson

when you take me places and!like
it when you take me to party's. I
like it when you take me out to eat
and when you play with me and!
like it when you fix my toy's and
my mom's car and I like it when
you play ball with me and when
it when you do all sorts of things
you do with me.
Darren Peoples
I love my Dad cause he plays
Basket Ball with me. He take me
to places like Disney World, Destiny Florida and took me to see the
Chicago Bulls vs. the Seattle
Super Sonics game. He goes to my
games no matter what sport it is
and he loves me. And that's why!
love my dad.
By Jordan Steiner
Dedicated to Ricky Steiner
I love my daddy because he is
very, very hard working,does fun
things such as: play croquette on
weekends, take my sister and!
horseback riding on her birthday,
and sometimes when his academic
team doesn't have to go anywhere
he brings home the buzzers and
let's us play on them. Here is a
story that makes me very grateful
to my dad. One day as I was at my
friend's house I was sitting in their
hammock when suddenly it turned
over. Blood started gushing from
my head. My sister called my dad
and in jiffy he was there. And
that's why I'm here today.
Brett Blown
I love my Dad when he lets me
do the computer ever now and
then. lust yesterday I asked him if
I could be in a fashion show. He
said yes to the fashion show. So I
was so happy I hugged my dad. He
even lets me play Kentucky
League. He takes our family on
trips like when we went to Rotidaywhen we went to Omaha
Nebraska to St. Louis.
Emily Seay
I love my dad because he takes
me fishing. And he buys me
basket ball cards. He buys me
candy. He took me to Florida. He
also takes me to demolition derdys. He lets me go to the creek. He
bought a bunk bed. He gave some
of his layers. He also bought me a
tackell box for my birthday. He
takes me to land between the lakes
to see the buffalo. And go on
picnics. He 2110 bulk me a swing.
Zachary Joe Davis
I love my Dad because be takes
me so ball games. And he takes me
to pizza and play video games. I
have fin with my dad. I love you.
You make good stakes. And I
hope you get Inc a gocart for my
birthday this summer. You take
me on the serial rides. And you
find the medics rides.
Doug Wright

Dew Daddy.
I love you so much. I like ii •See Page 9
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Ellen Crady's Class
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hove my dad because he lets
me play Netdndo. I like my dad
because he takes me fishing.
John Davidson
I love my dad because he helps me
in baskit ball, sparing (fiting in
Tae Kwon Do) and baseball.
Carl Harris
I love my dad he help me on
long words and homework. And
we play game he gave me toy and
things.
Alex
I love my dad because he
diciplines me in a not very mean
way. When I leave my house I
should have learned all the life
values by my dad. My dad teaches
me very important values I will
need in life. Sooner or later I will
probly have learned all the life
values in the whole world from
him. After I learn all the life values
I hope he teaches me to be a good
father like he is.
Brian Caldwell
Why I love my dad is because
he trets me like an angel and he
taecks me to the basctball stadern
to.
Emily D.
I love my dad because he is nice
to me and he is my dad. And hove
him because he loves me. I love
my dad so much!
Jamie Stinnett
I love my Dad because he cares
for me. And when I feel bad he
talks to me and makes me feel
alots better. And at night he tucks
me in my bed and kisses me good
night. And when I was a little bity
baby and my mom worked late at
night he would wrap me up in my
baby blanket and rock me to sleep.
He would take me places with him
atom.
Addie Erwin
I love my dad because he is very
nice to me and my cousins. I love

my dad very much because he
takes me to the lake or the pond
when I want too. He shows me all
the spots that have lot's of fish in
them.
Brett

funny and nice and sings in his
truck when he blasts his raidio. He
makes mc and my brother laugh.
He likes to pop popcorn when we
watch a movie.
Emily Pritchett

I love my father because he
plays with me, he take me places,
he lets me go fishing with him. He
loves me, I love him, he teaches
me how to do stuff, sometimes
plays super-nintendo with me.But
the reason I realy love my dad is
that he is loving and careing
person. I love my father.
Dustin Howard

Happy father day Daddy and I
will always love you Daddy. I

Why I love my Dad is becuse I
love him very very much and he
lets us sometimes spray each other
with the water hous. That is the
reason I love my dad.
Isra Lara
Why I love my dad is because
do fun things together like fishing
and hunting. On sunny days we
work on the farm.
J.R.
I love my dad because he
always plays catch with mc. He
cooks supper for me. He helps mc
on baseball and soccer. Sometimes, to pay him back, I help him
plant seeds in the garden. I love
my dad because he is very nice.
Chris Fitzgibbon
The reason I love my dad so
much is because he is a sweet man.
We our building a house and
sometime he can get mad but he
can really handy it. My dad's name
is Rick Spann. Another thing
about my dad is that he gives good
allwance. He gives mc S3.00. I
really love my dad a lot and that
well never change.
Sharma Spann
Why I love my dad is because
he is nice and hc buys me stuff and
takes me places.
Robert
I love my dad because he is

I love my Dad because he pve
mc a knife, that has a dragon on it.
I have not seen my dad for Six
years. I lore my Dad because he
loves me.
Bandy Deshickh

I love my Dad because we went
to the lake to go fishing and rode a
paddle boat and he let me drive it.
David Leonard
I love my dad because he helps
me with my homework, takes me
fishing. We both wort at our lake
house. And we go to the beach.
We both love nauture My grandmother and grandfather have a

I love my Dad...because he
taught mc how to play chess. Now
I love chess. My dad is a nice man
and! love him very much.There is
not a thing I will not dribs' him..
II Sod Pap 9 '
\athan Luff man

Why hove my dad is because I
all ways get a drink of WSW when
I go to bed. And I love my dad
because he is nice.

Leah
I love my dad because hc as a
pan of my family. You should
love everybody because every body ma brother of sister so wc arc
all a family. I love my Dad
because he loves mc and Just
because.
Kenna Walker

Sale Prices Good Thry June 18
Shakespeare Platinum
Rod & Reel Combo

Dirt Devil Car Vac

• Platinum LX 2000 baitcast reel
• Graphite rod

Reg.
'59.96

• Cigarette lighter plug in
• Ideal for boat. camper or car

$4996

$2996

Reg

'39.97

Electric
Weedeater Trimmer

Sunbeam Gas Grill
•

Model 3544E
• 563 so in cooking arcia
• 35 000 BTU

• Model 1215
• 2 yr warranty
• Tap & Go head
Reg.

'39.96 $2996

Wrought Iron Rocker

.,,'1R3e8ga0

• Assorted colors
• Sturdy construction

$

2400

20 in. Mechanics Tool Box
• Model PM 421
• With steel tote fray

Falling Price

'44.96

$3996

Mennen Shaving Kit
• Includes deodorant, Skin Bracer.
toothpaste & brush
• Free sports collector kA

*6.97

$597

$1296

Reg
'15 96

Reg.

Reg.

Barbara Wildey's Class

love you for ever and I wish you
love me. You are so so so so so so
so so special to me daddy!
Kacie Hill

I.
Daewoo Bin Television
• Model 010-1423 FC

$12900

Reg.
'13900

WAI:MART
. 641 North • Murray

s.
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•
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Carla Rexroat's Class
mc camping and riding around in
the desiel. When I was a little boy
he took me to Detroit in the desiel.
Sometimes he takes me hunting
and sometimes skipe school to go
hunting. Sometimes I work on the
&sad whith him.
Jacob Lovett

I love my Dad becos he take me
to places that 1 heva not been and
he take mc to the woods and he
take me to die pork. And he take
me to the mums. And I sad dad
that is fun.
Jeremiah Voyles
I love my Dad because he is fun.
We like to go hunting and go
swimming. I also like a when he
takes me to Mcplus and I iceskate, but I like it most when were
togetha.
Yannick Jones
I love my dad because he's nice.
He can fly at airplane and show
me neat places Eve never seen
before. I love my dad because he
roots for mc at my soccer, baseball
and basketball games. My dad
plays sports with me a home. He
helps me with my homework too.
That's why I love my dad.
Foster Logan
I love my dad becose he takes

Special

I love my dad heraime sometunes we go camping together and
roast marshmallows on a fire. We
tell "are-you-afraid-of-the-dart"
stones. For breakfast he make
corn beef and hash.
Keith Thornton
I love my dad because he is nice
and kind. He takes me places and
lets me watch moves like Pet Shop
and lots of scar/ stones. Sometimes he lets me stay up until 3 in
the morning.Then I get purple stuf
under my eyes. Not to forget that
he's family. That's preuy much all
that I can think of so I hope you in
enjoy my story.
Kathy A. Mailer

Gifts for Special Dads A

(4.4i, of Distinction feorll tile 5cIL4fkwest
Set
rle On"' 4

1 1 4

aft

I love my dad because he loves
me and I love him. He also helps
me when I get frustrated with my
work by explaining it to me. He is
really very loveable. He work
very hard and that makes me
proud of him. Dad teaches me
interesting facts about things I
don't know. I really love my dad!
Charlsie Young
The reison I love my dad is
because he helps with the softball
coaches so he can help me with
softball. That when my dog, Doofus,died. So my dad got a new dog
named Lassey It stunke when we
go her. The reison is becouse we
had a broken Nintendo and he got
a new one so you can see what it
has the nintendo and so you won't
forget what your playing. That he
gives me lots of candy and lots of
prents. 'Mats why I love him.
Christie
The reasons I love my dad is
because that he play with me on

Sundays when I can't invite anybody over to play with. On Sundays when my dad gets my sisters
and I mid he takes us places. When
my dad picks me and my sisters up
he takes me and my sisters lots of
fun places. Why I love my dad is
because he's my dad. Some more
reasons that I love my dad is
brfaiise he comes to my gymnastics meets.
I also love my father for just
plain being my father. I love my
father for many reasons.
Tiana Adams

new tapes when I ever I need a
new tape to tape my cartoons and
my shows and when we go to the
mall he takes me to the game
called The Bozo game called The
Grand Prize game and he takes me
to the Embassy Sweet's hotel in
Memphis and he swims in the pool
with me at the Embassy Sweet's
hotel and he drives 153 miles to
get us to the Embasy Sweet's
hotel. My dad is taking me to the
Embassy Sweet's hotel this Spring
Break. He also takes me to McDonald's sometimes for lunch to and
he takes us back home to when we
leave the Embassy Sweet's hotel
and he takes us to Evedales sometimes.
Matthew McNuu

I love my dad because he plays
basketball with me. He takes be to
eat breakfast at the Hungry Bear
every Saturday and Sunday moring. On Sunday my dad takes me
to the Hungry Bear after church
and he also let's me buy 1 video
anytime I want to but it. He rides
his bike with me. He takes me
anywhere I wanted go to and he
takes me to the Dairy Queen
where ever I wanted to go to the
Dairy Queen and he buys me some

I love my dad because he love
my family and my sister. My dad
is a precher every time he comes
over my house he teaches me
about God.'Thai's why I love my
dad.
--Jasmine Payne

Mrs. Foster's Class
1 love my dad becaus he takes
me places. My dad plays with me.
My dad bys me toys. My dad is
nice to me. I love my dad because
he dus stuf for me. I love my dad
because he talks to me when no
one des will. I love my dad
because he is my dad.

Register
to Win a
Father's Day
Picnic Pack!

ing, shooting, and on wonderful
trips, but the most important reason of all is because you love me.
Frank Virant

Justin Mansfield
I love my dad because he gets
candy for us and mom dosn't and
my dad lets me ride on the horse
with him. He all so lets me ride in
the back of the truck some times
he takes me to Hungry Bear.
Man

Dear Daddy,
I love you because your you.
And you mean alot to me. You
visit me on specail occasions and
take mc out to eat on my birthday.
On Easter and Valentine we visit
people !never met. Then at night I

Dew Dad,
I love you because you help me
out with baseball and don't yell at
us very much. You take me fish- • See Page 7
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Mrs. Stinnett's Class
I love my dad very much because he takes care of me, he
makes good breakfasts. He worries about me. He loves me and I
love him. He reads me storyies. He
lets me do things and I just love
him.
Courtney Walker
My dad is nice. He to my
bruthrs. I love my dad and my dad
loves me to. I ask him some thing
and he will get it for me.
Love,
Jennifer Covington

I love my dad because he is nice
to my mom and me. He is 29 years
old chats what makes him so
speshel. My mom is sick because
she has hocking de.ses. Dad takes
care of her. Today my dad is
taking mom to the hospital in
Nashvil. My dad is also spe.shel
herause he fisked my bike.
Love,
Amber Kimbro
I love my dad because he buys
me stuff. And because he lets me
sleep in the livingroom. And be-

cause he gives me hugs. And
because he takes me camping.
And because he takes me fishing.
Stephanie Mayfield

I love my Dad because he
builds wooden stuff with mc
Chns Alton
He is nice. He is loveabk. He
takes care of me. He is a good
cook. He is my Dad.
Kristin Potts

hove my dad because he's a fire
fighter and we like scientist.
Ryan Walls
I love my dad becase he is
alway warm with love and is
always playing with me and reading.
Elizabeth Fitz

FROM PAGE 6
read you a story while we go to
sleep. Before bed we never forget
to go over our multiplication
tables and other math. I like my
dad most because I am the most
wonderful daughter he had.
Nuithia
I love my dad because he take
me camping and takes me fishing
and all those other places. He also
buys me things for Christmas and
buys me things for my birthday.
And he loves me like I love him.
Lucas

0

ESPECIRLY
DAD

FOR

• Don't Buy No Ugly Tie •

cn

For Father's Day
0
See

J.T. Lee, Jeweler
Dixieland Center

II See Page 10
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Foster's Class

I love my dad because he lets
me do anything I love my dad
Rakcchia Burks
I love my dad Accuse he bys Inc
evrything I want and plus he is
hanwm and cuter than sox on a

759-1141

cn

Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
a
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Roberts Class
I love my dad bccoursc he gets
mc toy's and tacks mc pbses. He is
special to me.
Aaron Herndon
I love my dad because he gives
mc all kinds of surprises. Once my
dad boat mc two water guns one
was a super soaccr 50 and a super
sower It)0. And when he gives me
money I like what I get. The last
thing my dad got for me was my
Murry Sul Racer T-Shirt I like to
wear it all the time.
CJ. Ray
I love my dad because he takes
me fishing and he going to take mc
get a dog around May 1st. He is

grat. And he is coming home.
DJ. Garland
I love my dad'bccausc he is nice
to mc. And he lets mc use his tools.
Sometimes he lets me work on
cars with him and I like it to. And
someumcs he pays mc to. He also
takes me plascs.
Cory Trenholni.
I love my Dad bccuasc he
would let mc ride a horse and have
a kitten and if its a boy I would
name it wild thing if its a girl it's
name will be tiger. My Dad buys
me a toy whin I wham.
Brandi Patterson

POP
ES
Treat Good Ole
PLIE
Dad To One Of Our...
"'
Mr

IMEIk
MINIM

Steak Lovers
Special
7 oz. Wilieye

I love my Dad beacuse he
playcs with me after he comes
home from work. He lets me ride
in the back of his truck up the
gravel road. But sometimes my
Mom has to. Sometimes my little
niece Chelsea gets to ride with me.
And he lets me watch my favon
t.v. shows. He lets mc watch his
basketball games. Thats why I
love my dad. He also lets me go on
some gas trips when he goes on
some. I love my dad and he loves
mc.
Ashley E. Shropshire
I love my dad because he is
funny. My dad loves mc and I love
my dad. My dad is a wondiful dad.
Sometimes when my dad rents
movies we get popcorn. My dad
eats almost all the popcorn. Sometimes he lays on the floor! He uses
a lot of pillows. I love my dada lot.
Love,
Paul Gradic
I love my dad because he gives
two dollars every week. Not very
long ago he bought mc the Lion
King. My dad brings me to the
Dairy Queen sometimes. When he
brings me there I love it! I gct a M
and M blizzard when I go. There
very very good!
Jason Myland
I love my dad because he buys
some of my clothes and every
holiday he buys me toys. He's
smart and funny to. He takes me
places I've never been before. He
gets mad at me sometimes but I
still love him because its my fault.
He loves me I know because he's
always nice to me.
Dustin Barnett ,
I love my dad in many ways,so
I'm not sure where to start. Well I

guess!love him because he is very
fun, and he takes me swimming
every day (in the summer). My
dad is special. Very special! We
are very close. I love my dad and
he loves me.
Kelsey Bedwell
I love my Dad because he is
nice to me and loves me. He gets
me really nice presents. One year
he got me a Dirt Bike for my
Birthday. He also got me a three
wheeler. My Dad is very cool. My
Dad is one and only. My Dad is the
best. My Dad spends almost all his
time with me.
Brandon Wells

- 1
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berimisr he loves me and he takes
me for rides on the threeweeler.
My dad takes care of me and
works hard to make money for us
to buy food, and clothes.
Jordyn Randolph

I love my dad because he loves
me and he cares for me. He plays
basketball with me. He taught me
how to ride my bike.
Kela Craig

I love my Dad because he is
nice and fun to play with and I go
fishing with him thats why I love
my Dad.
Brian Robertson

I love my dad because he helps
me drive his truck. He takes mc
with him to check the cows when
am out of school. He also takes me
fishing with him.
Billy Joe

I love my dad because he talkes
to me about animals and takes me
to the woods and showes me lots
animals of animals like rabbats,
squirrels, beavers and deer.
Mark Austin Paschall

I love my dad because he is
nice. My dad taught me how to
play football and he's sweet, special, and buys me things that I
want I love my dad. I love

I love my dad because he
helped me with basball and soccer
and football and takes me to his
work.
Josh Clark
I love my dad because he is
always there for mc when sornthing happens.and gives mc stuf and
he loves me too.
Jordyn Dublin

20%

Gift Baskets
ENGLISH FARMS

TOCItax

SPECIALTY FOODS

'Where Good Things Come Toge
. cher.

10th & ‘r(aclia • NIurra) • M-I 10-5 • Sat. 111-2 •

Bel-Air Center • Murray • 753-9440

.c.

My dad gives me money every
week. My dad loves me and I love
him. My dad is nice to me every
day. Since the day I was born to
the day I die. My dad will love me.
My dad made me my room when I
was born just the way I like my
room with hearts. Thats why I love
my dad today.
Amanda Sullivan

I love my dad because he loves
me and he cares for me. When I
fall a sleep in the wrong plaes he
picks me up and puts me in my
bed.
Britany McCuiston

OFF

SLIRLOIfl

I love my Dad because he does
great things for example he is
terrific working on cars and of
course he loves T.V. He bought
me and Dustin a sega. We have a
lot of fun playing sega. He is my
only dad. He is very special tome.
Katie Richmond

Shoemaker's Class

P799
Includes
Soup, Salad
& Hot Buffet

•

I love my dad because he is very
nice. And he taught me how to
walk. He buys me staf. He helps
me clean the house when I do my
choures. Dad also lets me ride gocarts.
Monica Johnson
I love my dad because he loves
me amid be is very nice and he takes
me to the part to play and he was
my coach an last year's basketball.
My dad also takes me miming.
And he takes me on the boat.
Love,
Krista Edwards
I love my dad because he takes
me to wort with him and takes me
to Hardess for dinner. Dad also
buys me the thiap I won't from

• _ 7•
• See Page 10
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Kandi Dawson's Class
FROM PAGE 4
I love my Dad becase he helps
me with my homework.I also love
my Dad becase helps me with
basketball and I also love my Dad
becase he take care of me and
when I need him he's there and I
love him so much because he give
me food on the table.
ICaylee Ligon
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I love my dad so much because
he does stuff with me hike that.
He helps me with my homework
when I'm confused. He helps me
when I'm feeling bad. He helps me
when Fm in trouble. He also
respects my feelings too. He always makes me laugh even when
I'm sad. He always tells me the
right thing to do. He never breaks
promises. He always plays games
with me to and always loves when
he does thai He also really smart
too. I love him so much too. He
gives me great presents too. He
loves taking me places.
Blake Hoover
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Dear Dad,
I love my dad because he's very
fun to play with .I love my dad so
much. I love my dad because he's
always been there for me
whenever I need him. He always
wants me to be happy. He takes
me on motorcycle ride for being
good and nice. He plays with me
when he has time. We have lots
and lots of fun. When I leave for
only one minute I miss him.
People are lucky to have a dad.
Heather Waters

I love my dad because he is mc
and he lets me rent video games
sometimes. He lets my friend
spend the night. I love my dad
because he plays with me. I love
my dad because he lets me go
places with him. I love my dad
because somtimes he gets me a
toy. I love my dad because he lets
me help him. I love my dad
because he lets me go with my
friend SOMC times. I love my dad
because he lets me spend the night
with my friend sometimes. I love
my dad verey muck.
Mason Lusk

Dear Daddy,
You are always there for me
and you know you are. You
always play with me and make mc
feel good. You got me into bluegrass and take me to Di.'s. You
are always funny to me no matter
what you do. You understand my
problems no matter what it is. You
take care of me no matter what
condition I'm in. You spent the
night with me in the hospital. I
love you dearly dad and you know
I do. I also know that you,love mc
too.
Lindsey M. Barnett

I love my Dad because he let's
me do the computer and plays
bascketball whith me and sometimes plays nittindow with mc and
he will let me help him on the
lawnmowers and lets me mow the
lawn and takes me to church and I
like him because he takes me to
school.
Chris

I love my dad becuase he is a
Doctor and I think every family's
dream is to have a Doctor in the
family. I also love him becuase he
is in to sports like me. I also love
him becuase he takes my family to
special places. And also he just
bought us a new sailboat. He said
he would teach us to sail the boat
but it is a small one that's why we
got it so wc could race.
San Trevathan
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Fabulous Father's Day Buffet
Great Selection of
Meat. Vegetables.
Salad Bar, Desserts.
Ice Cream Bar.

$5.95

*men 'eas
Hwy. 641 North • 753 4141

ielebrate
Father's Day
Sunday, June 18

-4015-,1
GIFTS FOR DID

Wildey's

Dad will love to lounge in one ofour
popular Palmetto Hammocks,
complete with hardware.
If Dad's an avid Gardener, check
out our Garden Tools and accessories by De Van Koek, complete
with a lifetime warranty?
••••
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FROM PAGE 5
pond that we fish in, and we use
our boat. We are always getting up
early. We are going to go fishing
slot this summer. I love my dad.
Lora Hopkins
I love my Dad because he plays
with me when nobody else will,
and he will let me go outside when
I want to. When we go to the park
he plays on the swing with me. I
love my Dad. My Dad is fun.
&menthe Stanley

Knife Sale

wo dad because he's my
dalaid bes me rent games. He
SIMMS good presents. He helps
me with things.
Donovan Jones

•••••
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MOP

• Gift Certificates Available •
REMEMBER: Hoffman's wants to be
your one stop shop for outdoors.

I love my grandfather because
he loves me. My grandfather is the
only one who is a dad to me. He is
so fun. He is funny to.
Darnell Foster
I love my Dad because sometimes he takes me skating. My dad
is very special to me. He loves my
sister and me both. My dad, my
Papa and Jesus are the most
important men in the workl.
Jessica Young

Buy Dad's "Last Grill First",..Buy
him a Ducane Grill. Let Ducane
make Dad's cookout the hottest
thing in town.

TaLMAu
SUPPLY COMPANY
201

11111111111111 '

41001110
Hoffinan.
759-4512
Hwy. 94 East of Murray
Mon.-Fri. 8-5: Sat. 8-5

7$3-3361
111
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i
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.
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I love my Dad btX3119e he's
nice, to me and my si_ster. Hc helps
mc with home% ork.,He nes cr lets
me down from a promise. He
keeps me healthey. I love my Dad

I love my dad because he
helped mc learn how to drive a
loan mower and got me a cowboy
rope. We wentio the rodeo and out
to cat and he bought mc stuff. He
gives me stuff and I love him
because he takes mc fishing and to
the swimming pool and we go
wadding in the creek.
Love your son,
Matthew White

alot. He takes me to rent movies
alot too. Someday, we might go to
Six Flags together.
Brian West

for who he as. I love my Dad.
Brittany Covert
Dear Dad,
I love my dad because he takes
me places and he buys mc stuff

that I want, someumcs. He plays
with me when I want him to and he
is very nisc to me. He is cool when
KC talk when I did something
wrong.
Zachary Reeder

1 love my dad because he gives
me things that 1 can play with and
he plays with me.
Chris Allen

I love my Dad because he plays
games with mc. He plays basketball with me outside. He takes me
to fun places to.
Justin Hendrick
I love my dad because he is very
nice and he buys me lottery tickets

Dear Dad,
I love my dad because he gives
me quarters when there are games
insight. He took me on his route at
the ice plant by BP gas and I
helped him. And he buys lottery
tickets alot for me.
Glenn Bayless

FROM PAGE 7
rooster. And he has a hot car and
his name is Mike Gremore and I
love him.
Brivany Gremore

beacause he loves me and he lets
me have anything I want. He takes
me to places I want to go. I love
my dad very little.
Amanda Long

I love my dad because he takes
me to lots of good pleasis. I like
my dad because he loves me and
he lets me have anythang I want. I
love my dad and he loves me.
Jessica Patton

I love my dad because he is
alway ther for me. And he is nice.
So nice to me. And he gives me
things. I love my dad. And I like
him the way he is.
Ashley Adcock

I love my dad beacause he takes
me to fun places. I love my dad

I love my Dad because he is a
farmer. He helps me get ready for

I love dad because he play with
me and he helps me build bird
huses. My dad takes me camping
and he gave toys. My dad takes me
fishing too.
Lance Murdock
I love my dad because he's there
when !need him. He does a lot for
mc. He taugth me so much. He
helps mc when I need help. I love
him most of all because he is my
dad and cares for me.

I love my dad becoves we play.
He's my dad. He wort for me. He
tells me what happens at work.
He's a nice man. I know he love
me to.
Cody Gibbs

Cambridge or
Charlestown

hose my dad because he is SO
nice and is fun to play with. I love
my dad because he is my dad! I
love my dad very much. He is the
hest.
Eddie Kobraci

I love my dad because he nice
too me and he helps me when I
need help with things. He takes
me places too.
Lydia Eakcr
I love my dad because he plays
baseball with me. He also plays
soccer and basketball with me.
My dad pushes me on the tireswing. My dad takes me to places
like baseball practice, and the
movies. My dad takes me four-

I love my dad because...he lets
us get Coca Cola and candy on
Saturday days and some times
toys.
David Veach
Why hove my dad...because he
bought the stuff that I need and he
made me laght a little but some
things wear seruse he bought me
douse that I need to wear so I
coulden't stay bear. And he's nice
to me too.
Amber Hansgen

I love my dad because he loves
me. I also love my dad because he
does things with me. Like go
Fishing with me and takes me to
most all of the races. And sometime we even go hunting together.
Kenny Off
I love my dad because he love
me. And I love hem to. And tait is
the end.
Amber Cannon

wheeler riding. He plays nintendo
with me.
Kelly Taylor
I love my Dad because he is
very nice to me. he buys me stuff.
love hem. very very very much.
We play toogather.
Jeremy Herndon
I love my dad because he is
nice. I like to he is nice I like to
help my dad. help my dad.
Steven Rodet

$29.99
compare to
$40.00

From our big, roomy hammock to comfortable director's chairs.
Dad will have it made in the shade for Father's Day
All this plus decorative accessories for the home or office.
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FROM PAGE 2
me up for Baseball and some times
when school is out and he's still
working he comes by for lunch
and takes me to work with him. I
love my dad because he taught me
how to mow and weed Eat. Some
times in the summer when my dad
is on vacation he will swim with
me and he will throw me up in the
air and I will land in the water.
Clay Carman

The reasons I love my dad are
he loves me as much as gold. He
buys all my sports equpipment
like my bats, and balls. We go on
trips to Si Louis to watch cardinals games. It's real fun. My dad
takes me everywhere there is. My
dad taught me how to drive a
tragtor and shoot a Bee Bee Gun.
Kyle Erwin
I love my dad because he is
nice,caring and loving. He is also
understanding, kind and wise. He
keeps me safe, he is always himself, and he loves me.
Marti Little
I love my dad because he loves
me, he taught me ever thing I
know, and on my birthday he
makes it special. When I was little
he helped me ride my bike and
when I was bigger he bought me a
mountain bike. He is very, very
special to me and no body could
replace him.
Tyler Collins

I love my dad because he was in
the emergency room when I was
born. I also admire my dad
because he takes me fishing in the
creek, pond and lake on a boat
I'm very glad he is alive from
coming back from the navy. I also
love my dad because he likes
playing sports, marbles, and nature games. He is very funny and
caring.
LueAnna Dahlen
I love my Granddad because he
does stuff for me. He gives me
stuff and he takes out to eat and he
is very funny. He cares for me and
I love my dad because he loves
he loves me very much and I care me. He gets me stuff. He teaches
for him very much.
me stuff. I get to do stuff with him.
Shannon Ray
He lets me do what I want to do if

it is safe. We get to go places like
Pizza Hut and Grandma's house.
He is special to me. He got me my
first gun. He taught me how to
play sports.
Matthew Bumpus
I love my dad because he is
nice. He also takes me fun places
like camping, the lake, and out to
eat. He kisses me every night
before bed and he gets me stuff.
Also he carries me on his back.
That is why I love him.
Kelly Chrisman

Chnsmas and my birth day. He is
also a happy fellow and makes me
feel happy.
Tera Wilkins
Some of the reasons why I love
my dad are he taught mc how to
play baseball, basketball and golf.,
Some other reasons why I love my
dad are he taught mc how to fish,
ride a go cart, to ride a four
wheeler, how to drive a lawn
mower and how to use akx ot
tools.
Josh Burks

I love my dad because takes me
fishing in my pond, he taks me
camping in the woods. He take me
turkey hunting in the woods with
him. My dad takes me deer
hunting band some times he takes
mc goose hunting.
I love my dad because he's
funny. About 2 or 3 years ago he
bought a four wheeler and he
bought a dog his name is buck. He
bought me a gun to. These are
some of the reasons why I love my
dad.
Chad Duncan

I love my dad because he is
good come. He is funny he is very
special to me. He cares for me, he
loves mc and he's my own daddy.

I love my dad because he's nice
and funny. He buys mc things for

I love him and he loves me
espeshelly.
Jeanine Shands
I love my dad because he pays
mony for the sports I play. He
works at Murray State and gets
mony so that I can cat food for ins
body, He will help me do ms
home work when I need help. My
dad help drive tractors and I drive
it on the roads by myself tic taks
mc hunting for cloys, squirrels
ducks, quail arid fishing he takes
me skiving, camping and we go
on vacations and that% why I love
my Dad.
Jonathan Mathis

Mary Ann Carter's Class
FROM PAGE 10
I love my Dad because he is
funny and he'll play with me and
my brother outside. He'll wresdc
with mc and he usual will win. tic
is a very nice dad too.
Jordan Elliot Kelleher

I lose ms dad becuse he loses
me and tic's ni‘e to mc' And he
byes mcLlothe% that I like and
other people likes and that makes
feel gtxxl inside and that's hs
love my dad
Steven Rutledge
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